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AMENDED MJI'ICN FOR DECLARA'IORY JtJI::G1ENT 
.J 





.J ~ 1 . The Plaintiff is a resident of Albemarle County, the Camonwealth of 
J: 
u 
• Virginia and the United States, over the age of 21 years, who is engaged in the raising . 
LlJ 
0:: 
~ of goats for their milk and milk prcd.ucts. 
0 
1/) 




u the Plaintiff in the past to prevent her fran selling milk or milk products of her 
8 
goats, and have threatened to prosecute her or institute suit against her for her 
d ~ efforts to provide unpasteurized goat milk or milk products to consurrers in the Alberrarle 
~ County area who desire to obtain unpasteurized goat milk products for the consumption 
0 
u 





3. The Virginia Depart::rrent of Agriculture has promulgated rules and regula-
t..J ~ tions governing the production, processing and sale of certain milk products, including 
_J 
unpasteurized goat milk and g6at milk products, pursuant to the authority of Va . Code 
_. §3.1-530.1 through - 530 . 9 . 
; ~ ... • : -: - 4 
··" .. ; 2-:-.:.; 
4. The aforementioned regulations include Regulation X, which 
states in pertinent part that, "only Grade ''A" pasteurized market milk, 
grade "A" market milk product, and milk products, (defined as whipped 
(I) 






may be sold to the final consumer." 
5 • The Defendants and their agents have interpreted Regulation 
C'l 
CD ~ X as prohibiting the sale of unpasteurized goat milk and goat milk products 
0 ~ to consumers and have threatened to prosecute the Plaintiff for violation 
N 
~ of Regulation X if she engages in activities which t hey construe as the 
(3 
a:: 















pasteurized goat milk and goat milk products available to consumers, the 
• Plaintiff established a means by which persons seeking to have the 
L&J 
a:: 
< ~ opportunity to obtain unpasteurized goat milk and goat milk products 
0 
!Jl 
~ could purchase an interest in one or more goats owned by Plaintiff i n her 
~ 
0 
u Satyrfield Farm goat herd for a specified price depending on the interes t 
8 
purchased. The owner of the interest would then be entitled to free 
ci S unpasteurized goat milk and milk products from his goat. The Plaintiff 
ui 






ment, · all in one document, to be executed upon such sale of an interest 
~ to a person desiring to have unpasteurized goat milk o r goat milk products 
l.aJ 




7. On April 27 , 1984, counsel for the Plaintiff sent a letter 
to The Honorable John B. Purcell, Jr., Assistant Attorney General, 
counsel for the Commissioner of Agriculture, one of the agents of the 





of the bill of sale, promissory note and maintainence agreement form 
al 
~ 
~ which the Plaintiff attaches as Exhibit "A'' to this Motion for Declara-
0 
CD 




u:> advise whether it complied to the law, in the opinion of his clients. A 
0 
al 






Declaratory Judgment as Exhibit "B". 













note and maintainence agreement appeared to him to be a goat leasing 
u 
• arrangement already declared to 
w 






9 • By letter dated May 29, 1984, a copy of which is appended 
li: hereto as Exhibit "D", counsel for the Plaintiff wrote to Assistant 
:::l 
0 
u Attorney General Purcell, asking that he take immediate action either t o 
8 
bring the m~tter to the attention of the Albemarle Circuit Court for 
c:i 
~declaration of the propriety of plan set up by the Plaintiff, or to 
rJi ~ indicate whether there was anything the Plaintiff could do to meet othe r 
u 
~ objections raised by Assistant Attorney General Purcell. There has been 
Q 
~ no formal response to the May 29 letter, although in verbal communica tion s 
w 
~with Plaintiff's counsel, Assistant Attorney General Purcell has neither 
..J 
acknowledged the legality of the selling of interest in goats, nor has he 





10. As a result of the aforementioned series of correspondence 
and action, the Plaintiff is in jeopardy of subjecting herself to prose-
cution for alleged violations of Regulation X, and could potentially be 
charged with separate violati ons for each instance in which someone 
~ obtained unpasteurized goat milk or goat milk products through the means 
<D 





• ripe for decision and present justiciable issues _proper for determination 





11. There are fewer than 20 persons involved in purchasing 
< z interest in goats from plaintiff, and accordingly, for that reason alone 
l5 g; 
the provisions of Article 4, Chapter 5 of Title 13.1 of the Code of > 
lJ 









State Corporation Commission does not apply to the plaintiff. 
12 . The Plaintiff is without an adequate remedy at law, and 
• could sustain irreparable harm if the court does not ajudicate her 
liJ 
a: 
~ rights in this matter. 
a 
(/) 
13. WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the court for a declaratory I-ll: 
::::l 
0 
u judgment declaring her rights in regard to the legality of her selling 
8 

















unpasteurized goat milk and goat milk products to persons who wish t o 
obtain them. 
./ --- .--1 
I . . . 
I _ J ,/~ (.....-
Joh?;C. Lowe 
Low and Jacobs, 










I hereby certify that I delivered to John B. Purcell, Jr. , 
Assistant Attorney General, Counsel for Defendants Robb and Baliles , on 





















































Js:>hn C. Lqwe 
I 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to a 








The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the maker 's interest 





The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
ma intenance services on said goat , including feed ing , 
housing , milking, cheese making , butter making , veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for·which, from 
time to time, Christ ine Solem may charge a r easonable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned . 
• 
JOHN C. LOWE 
ANNIE LEE JACOBS 
'· . 
LOWE AND JACOBS. LTD. 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW 
I 00 COURT SQUARE 
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA 22901 -51 63 
April 27, 1984 
The Honorable John B. Purcel l, Jr . 
Assistant Attorney General 
Supreme Court Building 
101 8th Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Dear John: 
IN RE: Christine Solem ·- sale of interests 
in goats 
* .G.RE:A COCE 804 
296-8 ' 88 
Enclo s ed is a copy o f the bill of sale, promissory 
note and maintenance agreement form v:hich Chr istine Solem 
will be using to sell bona fide interests in goats t o person s 
who want to have access to unpas teurized goat· mi l k products 
within the law. 
I have filled in red pen examples of the informa-
tion that would be included , so tha t the blanks are explan~ 
atory . I do no t know how the goa ts are numbered, and I 
simply picked arbitrary numbers and amounts f or demonstra-
tive purposes . 
As soo n as you and your clients have revie~ed 
this, please get in touch with me. 
Very trul y you·r s, 
JCL/ bw 
. :1 7 l4i 
. ' L (;~, ----~'nn c. Lowe 
Enclosure 
Gerald L. Baliles COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 
Attorn ey Genera l Of/ice of the A ttomey General 
William G . Broaddus 
Choel Deputy Atlorney Genera l 
John C. Lowe, Esq. 
Lowe and Jacobs 
100 Court Square 
Nay 24, 1984 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901-5163 
Dear John: 
Donald J:, . J . Gehr1ng 
~e:~ur., .!.lfor,e., .:Jenerat 
Crtmtnat Law S:: r'l'c·::ement C•·. •s•-:n 
Maston T. Jacks 
Oeculy Altorney Gen "?ra l 
Human & Natural F:esources D•v,s •cn 
El1zabeth B. Lacy 
Ceouty Attorney Gen"?ral 
Jud•Cral Affa ~rs O•v•s,cn 
Walter A . McFarlane 
Deout y Attorney Gen e•a• 
F tnance & Transportat•on Q,,nston 
Karl E. Bren 
Ouector of AOmtn •scrallcn 
I have examined the bill of sale, promissory note and 
maintenance agreement form which Christine Solem says that 
she will use to sell 11 interests in goats 11 to persons who 
want to have access to unpasteurized milk products. I 
stated in court during the litigation between Ms. Solem and 
the Department that a person could drink unpasteurized milk 
from his own c ow or goat. The materials you sent me appear 
to be a goat leasing arrangement already declared to be in 
violation of State regulations. 
It is not tha means by which Ns. Solem jistributes 
unpasteurized goat milk that distrubs my clients. They are 
concerned about the distribution of a product which is 
dangerous to the public health. They are further concerne d 
that the distribution is taking place under such insanitary 
conditions. For these r easons, I c an offer you no hope that 
e i .ther Dr . Kenley or Cornr:tissioner Carbaugh will a g ree t o any 
means by which Ms. Solem attempts to place unpasteurized 
milk in other peoples' hands. I a m sure that if the practice 
you have suggesteG in your letter becomes widespread that 
they will ask me to file the necessary papers to have lls. 
Solem held in contempt or to have the in junctio n enlarged t o 
cover this 11 Sale of interest in goats. 11 
With regards, I am 
6: 2: 5 3/Th-1 . 
cc : S. Mason Carbaugh 
Dr. James Kenley 
A. c. Holliday 
Cynthia Bai ley 
Suoreme Court Buoldong · 10 1 No~t ~ E•g~hmond , Vorg1n1a 232 19.804- 786-2071 
, 
.JOHN C LOWE 
ANNIE LEE .JACOBS 
LOWE AND .JACOBS. LTD. 
ATTORNE."f S AND COUNSELLORS AT L A W 
c~~ ARLOTrESV I l- '-!::, \/I !=;G i f'J I A 229(:' -5 ' '5.3 
May 29, 1984 
The Honorable John B. Purcell, Jr. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Supreme Court Building 
101 North Eighth Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Dear John: 
IN RE: Christine Solem - Sale of interests 
in Goats 
I am really unab l e to deciph er· your letter of 
296-9 " 88 
May 24 concerning the captioned matter. It is not that your 
language is obscure, but your language seems to contradict 
the conclusions you reach in the letter . . 
You· clearly acknowledge that the documents ,., •h icli I 
sent you and th~ proposal wh ich I described comprise the 
selling of interests in goats. Yet you say without any 
explanation that it appears to be a goat leasing arrange-
ment. That fs a le.ap of logic wh ich I cannot make, and I 
cannot understand from your letter. 
Your second paragraph seems to touch on two 
different points, which I think must be separated. The 
first point; is that t he law does permit unpasteurized goat 
milk to be produced and used by the producer, or given by 
the producer to anyone at any time under any circumstances, 
without limitation. The only proscribed conduct is the 
selling of such produce. 
The second point is a question of sanitation 
conditions under which unpasteurized goat mil k is produced. 
That is a separate issue from the question of sale or gift, 
and involves different concerns. It may be that both cf 
these concerns are present, in the minds of your clients, in 
the case of Ms. Solem, but they are nonetheless separate 
issues. 
The first iss u e does no t seem to me to be arguab le 
on the facts of our case. If r1s. Solem is in fact selling 
• 
The Honorable John B. Purcell, Jr. 
May 29, 1984 
Page 2 
interests in goats, then even a first-year law student kn~.;s 
that a sale is not a lease. I would be happy to discuss 
further wtth you your conclusory statement that the materials 
appear to be a leasing arrangement, as there is nothing in 
your letter which would even suggest a lease, rather than a 
sale . 
With regard to the second question o n sanitation, 
I would be very pleased to hear frGm you or your clients 
regarding any regulations of the State of· Virginia or any 
political subdivision thereof which are being violated by 
Ms. Solem in the c onditions under whicn · she .is producing 
goat milk. I certain l y would want her not only to follm.; 
the law, b~t also to follow good practice. I would be very 
interested in hearing from you or your clients Kith sug-
gestions, even if there are no specific regulations per-
taining to the sanitation . I can assure you that my in-
terest is in enabling Ms. Solem to lawfully and safely 
produce goat milk and goat milk produ~ts for those who want 
them, or to enable her to help those p~ople produce the 
producfs for themselves, according to iaw . Anything I can 
~o to help in either the lawfulness or the safety of that 
production would be enhanced by suggestions as I . have re-, 
quested in this letter . 
• ; t 
However, I must tell you that the re is not~ing in 
your letter which convinces me that Hs. Solem and her 
friends who own interests in goats are even close to the 
l~ne on the legality of their operation. Nor is there any 
question raised in your letter which causes me any trouble 
in saying that the arrangement does not amount to the r ent-a-
goat arrangement which has been d eclared to be i~ violation 
of the state regulations, nor does it violate the injunction 
in the Circuit Court of Albemarle County . Accordingly , I am 
a~vising Ms . Solem that unless yo u o r your clients provide 
me · with information indicating that v1hat she and her friends 
a;e doing is unlawful, they ha ve a perfect right to continue. 
I ·. am advising her by a copy of th.is letter that I have 
sqlicited additional information from you or your clients, 
so that there is no question of bad faith on our part . If 
th~re are reasons why she may not lawfully o r safely conduct 
the operations with her friends which I nave discussed, I 
certainly wa nt to know about them so that I can apprise her 
in good faith of the situation. 
If yo~ continue to hold your view, however un-
supported it seems to be from your lette r, that what s he and 
her friends are doing is unla~f ul, I would appreciate your 
taking immediate steps to bring it to th e attention of the 
The Honorable John B. Purcell, Jr. 
May · 29, 1984 
Page 3 
oon· ·· 1 1 
Albemarle County Circuit Court for a heari ng so that we c~n 
have a de~laration one way o r the other by the Court. I see 
no reason for me to ask Ms . Solem to s pe nd a lot of money to 
initiate such an action when I do not e ve n know whether you 
_would seriously contest what she is doing, if she were to 
undertake the expense of fili ng a request for declaratory 
judgment. Accordingly, I am going to leav e the ball in your 
court, or in your clients' court, to bring this matter on 
before the Circuit Court of Aibema~le County if you believe 
that what she is doing is unlawful. Ms. Solem and her 
friends are certainly going to abide by the law , and if the 
judge tells her that what she has done i s SOitl ehow· i n v iola-
tion of the law, she will abate the activity at once. 
However, as I have said above, there is nothing in your 
letter of May 24 wh ich suggests to me that her arrangement 
is unlawful, and accordingly I cannot accept that as a basis 
for telling her to desist. 
As I know you are a fair-minded person who recog -
nizes that we are advocates for our respe~ti ve clients, 
dealing in good faith, I know that you will take what 
action you think is appropriate and adv ise me acco rd ingly . 
so that we can work out a smooth application to the court 
for a ruling, if that is what you choose to do . 
JCL/kt 
cc: Christine Solem 
Very tr~ly yours, 
r\ / : ~'t-, 
/~·~ ---
_J;cihn C. Lowe ;·· 
V I R G I N I A: 
l . . -· ... . :r· . JLJ ~ ,_) ·-- - -_ MstR 2 5 'i9b6 
/\ -:·.-·. - . 
\~ :~ L4• • l \.J. ' &.J ' 




JAMES B. KENLEY, 
COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH 
and 
S. MASON CARBAUGH, 
COHHISSION OF AGRICULTURE 
AND CONSUMER SERVICES, 
Defendants. 
Case No. 4970-C 
0 R D E R 
This day came the parties, with their respective counsel, 
• 
and upon the pleadings filed in this cause, stipulated evidence 
of the parties, evidence heard ore tenus and the representations 
and arguments of counsel, the Court doth grant ~he Plaintiff t he 
following relief, for reasons stated in open court on the record 
in this case. 
It is ADJUDGED and DECLARED that the present arrangement, 
described in the trial of this case, whereby various persons 
desi r ing to have an opportun i ty to obtain unpasteurized goat milk 
purchased interests in goats maintained on t he farm of the 
Plain tiff, does not constitute a sale of unpasteurized goat milk 
in violation of law, under t he applicable statutes and 




It is ORDERED that the cross bill filed against the 
Plaintiff be, and hereby is dismissed, for the reasons that the 
Court finds that the requirements of Regulation IV of the Rules 
and Regulations Governing the Production, Processing and Sale of 
Grade "A" Pasteur i zed Milk and Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk 
Products and Certain Milk Products, of the Virginia Department of 
Agriculture and Commerce, does not apply to the Plaintiff and the 
other goat owners who keep their goats on the farm owned by the 
Plaintiff. 
It is ORDERED that the Demurrer and Plea of Res Judicata 
filed by the defendants are dismissed . I 




Seen and objected to: 
6:2/ 252:p34 
£ J&/<Jj /-J-~~it 




ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
1. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DISMISSING THE DEFENDANTS' PLEAS 
OF RES JUDICATA. 
2. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ENTERING AN ORDER GRANTING 






























rebr uary 24, l 93 G 
Court convened a t 2 :15 P .M. 
MR. LOWE: Judge , that is the order which you had 
instructed us to prepare last time . It has not been tendered 
yet although we have act ed upon it and it has been endorsed by 
both counsel . 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. LOWE: There is one matter, before you finish 
that order, I don't know if you just want to put it on the 
record, or whether it requires any change in the order, it 
just occurred to me and I didn't look at it. Hr. Purcell 
actually amended his pleadings a litt l e bit more than he siate 
on the record he was going to. I don't remember right now 
whether that makes any specific reference back to t he way i t 
was stated on the record or not, Judge . If it isn't maybe we 
should clarify that. 
MR . PURCELL: It doesn ' t . 
7HE COURT: It just says shall fi le a written 
amendment with the Court promptly so it doesn't go . .. 
MR. LOWE: The written a~endment does go farther 
than what he had stated when we were last in Court . 
MR. PURCELL: May I can explain what I did . 
MR. LOWE : That's fine. That's why I called the 
Court ' s attention before any opening statements . 
STATEW IDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 






















· ) • ) 
"" 
-·' 
THE COURT: Ha ve you seen the amendment? rn ~< ) · l·f L! ~.Q'\.)\ u 
MR . LOWE: Yes, sir, we are all straight on it. I 
just wanted you to understand because if you remembered from 
last time I t hought you might remember what he said. 
THE COURT: Have you replied to it? 
MR . LO\·vE; I filed my answer to the amendment, yes, 
sir. 
THE COURT: You didn't ask that any part of it be 
struck? 
MR. LmvE : No, sir . 
THE COURT ; You both understand what it is? 
' s 
I1R. LmvE: Yes, sir . t 
THE COURT: Carry on, no explanation needed . 
MR. LOWE: For opening statement purposes I'll 
mention it and he can make any response that he wants to t hat . 
Shall I go ahead with opening statement, Judge? 
THE COURT: Yes, sir . 
MR. PURCELL; Can we a g r ee to t he exhibits wh ich 
are up there? 
THE COURT: Is this what you are speaking of, t h is 
black folder here? 
MR . PURCELL: Yes, sir . 




have no objection t o them being numbered that way but depending! 
on the reasoning I am not necessarily stipulating the 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 
CHARl.OTTESVILLE. VIRGIHIA 22902 
I 
.a 
G JU' ,_17.:; 
----
; I 
admissibility or not; but I would t hink p r obably there is no 
I: 
" :1 problem on t hem , depending on how t hi ng s prog ress. 
I 






















MR. LOWE: Judge, you instructed us to get togethe , 
and we did, to narrow the issues and my purpose in making an 
opening statement is not to review all of the evidence, that 
is going to be very brief; but rather to focu s a nd make sure 
that t-1r. Purcell and I give you the narrowness of the issues 
that are presently framed by the pleadings, and by what I 
understand the contention of the state is . 
First of all, there are only two issues now, as} I 
' understand it. One is, whether t:ls. Solem is actually v iolc+:ing 
the law by selling mi l k , and that basically is what we ask you 
to declare, in regard to this arrangement that s he is operating 
lawfully. Mr. Purcell's posi~ion , as I understand it, is that 
the sales are shams, they are not really sales, just a disguise 
and that really what she is doing is selling milk. I think t ha 
issue is fairly well framed and the issue is joined. 
The second issue presented in the c rossbill is that 
Ms. Solem is storing milk in violation of Regulation Four (4) , 
in the regulations that you have in front of you there, assum-
ing they are applicable to this situation; and that t hat stor-
age by itself is something which you shoui d enjoin. 
Those are the two separate issues and those a re 
the only issues that we are involved i n here. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 





THE COURm : Is she violating the law by selling 


















MR . LOWE : That's right. 
THE COURT: Two, is she storing milk in vio lation 
of the law? 
HR. LOWE: Yes. Am I correctly stating the issues 
that we have in broad brush? I realize there are some ... 
MR . PURCELL: The way His Honor stated t hem is 
correct, except I did not ask for an Injunction . .. 
HR. Lm·m: Ultimately you are going to want it 
stopped, that's the point. 
!-1R . PURCELL: 
~ 
' ' We are here to have a declarat~o,. 
I am not asking for an Injunction. 
THE COURT: You are merely asking the Court to mak 
a declaration whether or not it's unlawful? 
NR. PURCELL: He is asking for a declaration, as 
you frame it, on sales. I am asking for a declaration on the 
storage. 
THE COURT: On whether it's lawful or unlawful? 
MR . PURCELL: The storage. 
THE COURT: You are not as k ing for any particular 
type of relief? 
MR. PURCELL: Just a declaration. 
THE COURT: All right . 
MR . LOWE: Now, to narrow it further , Judge, in 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 93 3 























order t o elimi nate a l ot of t he evidence, Mr . Purcell and I 
ha ve talked and a s I understand it , let me s tate it a nd see if i 
I he agrees that I have stated it c o rrectly, that the s tate 's 1 
I position is t hat if one of these consumers of unpa s teuriz e d 1 
goat milk , who wants to have that, owns his or her own goat an~ 
goes to Ms . Solem ' s farm and says, f.ls. Solem , I am too busy to 
take care of a goat, will you take my goat, feed it, pasture it,! , 
take care of it and milk it for me if I pay you a maintenance 
fee, and I own a hundred percent of this goat; as I u nde rstand 
it the state say s that would be okay; and that is not the issue. 
It is because - am I correct so far? 
MR . PURCELL: You go ahead and finish . 
MR . LOWE: Let me stop right there. 
THE COURT: I am not going to put counsel to that . 
You just tell me what your contention is. 
MR. LmvE : It is my understanding that the state 
says that would be okay . It is also my understanding that the 
state acknowledges under these regulations that a person can 
lawfully give away all of the unpasteurized goat milk they want 
to as long as they don' t sell it; and it is my understanding 
a l so that any per s on may raise their own goat , milk their own 
goat, ~ut the milk i n their refrigerator, consume it , g ive it 
to their family, or whatever it might be. 
With those three as a premise I think that the 
issues are very narrowly drawn. I propose to put on two 
STATEW IDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 


















witnesses and I don't t hink they are go ing to take QOre than 
twent y or twenty - five minutes at the most. 
' I 
I 
THE COURT: Really, when you come right down to it ,I 
there is no contention that a pe rson can own a goat, milk its 
own goat, and drink its own milk a s long as they don't put it 
into commerce by sellin9 it, or anything that would be tanta-
mount to selling it. 
MR. PURCELL: I think you are phrasing it correct. 
THE COURT: The question is, can you do something 
that's different from having your own goat , maintaining your 
own goat, milking your own goat and putt ing your own milk ~n 
' the refrigerator and storing it in your own refrigerator, 1nd 
drinking it. Can you do something that's different from that 
and still not have it be a sale? 
HR. PURCELL: Correct. 
THE COURT: That is what we are here for today, to 
I 
I 
see if this ingenious mind· can devise a method by which you can 
get around that law. 
MR. PURCELL: Thank you. 
THE COURT: All right, let's see if this ingenious 
mind is capable of doing that. 
MR. LOWE: One thing you didn't confirm, I think it 
may save a lot of testimony is whether I was correct in stating 
that if a person takes her goat and gives it to Hs. Solem and 
says, I'll pay you to take it and milk it and give me the milk 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 






















from it whether that is lawfu l under t he law? As I understand , 
! 
Mr. Purcell told me ... 
THE COURT: I am not going to put him to that 
I 
task.! 
I am go ing to have to make the decision what 1 S lawful, not Mr . 
Purcell. Now, if you want him to be j udg e ... 
MR. LOWE: I can assure you Judge that lots of 
things may get done today but one t h ing that is absolutely 
clear is I don't want Mr . Purcell to be judge . I wou ld like 
to call Mr . Atwood Huff, please . 
MR . PURCELL: May I reserve my opening statement 
until we put on our case? 
~ 
HR. LOWE: ' If you want to make opening statemett, 
I said I wasn't going to make an opening statement, I was 
narrowing the issues. Let him go ahead . 
THE COURT: I'll let him do that. Go ahead and pu 
on your witness , we will do it the English System . 
ATWOOD J . H.UFF, Hav ing been duly sworn was called 
and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXNUNATIOH 
By: Mr. Lowe 
Q Would you tell the Judge who you are, where you 
liv e and what you do for a living? 
A My name is Atwood J. Huff. I live in Roanoke , 
Virginia, and I work for the Virginia Department of Agricultur 
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and Consume r Services, Re g i onal Supe r v i s or. 
!· 
Q In a summary f ashion you are at least o ne o f thel 
I 
I 
higher state off i cia ls r espons i ble for enforcing and i nte rpret - ! 
I 
ing and a pp l y ing these regulations in t he milk indust ry gener-
ally, is that correct? 
A Yes. 
THE COURT: Are you currently in that position? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Let me just ask you, as one of the chief state 
officials responsible for interpreting and applying t hese 
regulations, I think it goes without say ing that t here are some 
} 
' matters in these regulations which are not expressed clearly 
and let me ask you a couple of questions about that, if I coul . 
First of all, it is true, and I believe the Court has already 
said, and I don't think it's in contest, that a person can 
raise their own goats, take their own milk put it in the 
refrigerator, serve their family a nd so forth. That 1 s not a 
problem, is it? 
A No. 
Q And, it is also true, as far as your enforcement 
is concerned, that a person can have their goats and get milk 
unpasteuriz ed now and g ive it to friends if they want to. That 
is not against the law e ither under the regulations, is it? 
A As I understand the regulation, the interpreta-
tion that the regulatio n is intended for an individual to have 
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farm. Such as a Grade A farm he might g i ve mil k to anybody 
that works on the farm; but this part of giving it t o other 
employees I never read that part into it. 
Q But, there is nothing in here that makes it 
.against the law to give milk to somebody, is it? It's o nly 
when you sell it, right? 
A That's right. 
Q And, there is nothing in the law that would 
prevent somebody from having milk in their own refrigerator at 
f 
i 
home for themselves and their family and friends to consum; on 
the premises, would there be? 
A No. 
Q Now, as I understood what you told us in earlie 
discussions and depositions, it would also not be improper for, 
well, strike that and let me start over again. If my wi fe goes 
down t o Kroger's and buy s a gallon of milk off of the s helf, 
just o r dinary homogeni zed, · pasteurized Dairy Pride milk and 
takes it h ome and at the same time he r neig hbor said, would you 
mind getting me some milk when y ou a re at the grocery store 
today , a n d she says, sure, I'll do that. She got some milk and 
she takes these two half gallons of milk horne, puts them in my 
refrigerator, in my kitchen, and hold s them there until later 
that day , or t h e next d a y, when the neighbor comes over and gets 
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her hal f ga llo n, t here is no t hi ng in that that v iolates t hese 
regulatio ns is there ? 
A No . 
Q That•s al l the questions I have for Hr . Huff. 
MR. PURCELL: No questions . 
THE COURT; You may stand a side, sir, thank you. 
WITNESS STOOD ASIDE 
CHRISTINE SOLEM, Having been duly sworn was called 
and testified a? follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 




Q Tell the Judge who you are and where you live? 
A My name is Christine Solem. I live in 
Charlottesville, just north of town. 
Q Do you have goats on your property? 
A I have goats on my property. 
Q Are these goats milk producing goats, at least 
sometime during the year? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you have these goats registered in any 
particular way, and I call your attention to exhibit one(l) , 
which the Court has in front of it also. Would you just tell 
t he Court what the registration is all about? 
A They are registered with the American Dairy Goa 
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Association. This is a recordation association that enable s you 
to show the goats. 
Q Now , is it necessary for a person to· have one 
of these certificates i n order to own a goat, or is that just 
something if you want to trace lineage and things of that natu ~? 
A It is for tracing l ineage. 
Q Now, how many goats do you have right now that 
have certificates and that are milkers when they are in season? 
A I believe it is fourteen. 
Q Now, I will ask you if you will look - did ther 
come a time because of various court proceedings, and people 
t 
who wanted to have access to unpasteurized goat's milk whet 
you sold some interests in some of those goats to various 
people who were interested in getting milk? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q I call your attention to exhibit two, which is 
also in front of the Judge, it's a multi-page exhibit, and ask 
you if those represent the Bill of Sales, Promissory Notes a nd 
Haintenance Agreements you executed with regard to selling som 
interests in goats? 
A Yes. 
Q These all purport to be Bill of Sales. Can you 
tell the Judge whether that is in fact wh~t they are as oppose 
to being just a sham, a disguise? 
A Well, everyone who is interested and wanted 
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milk bought a t went y-four percent i nterest in one of my goats . 
Q And, is t h is Promissory Note, as f ar as you 
are concerned , an enforceable legal i n strument, as fa r as you 
are concerned? 
A Oh, yes. 
Q And, is that the way that you and the people 
that signed these notes have treated, that is payments have 
been made and you have kept track of that? 
A Yes. 
Q And, with regard to the Maintenance Agreement, 
is that also, as you understand it, a legal obligation on your 
t 
' part with regard to taking care of these goats? J 
A Yes. 
Q Is there anything about this which is intended 
simply to illegally get around the law and what you sell the 
goat ' s milk , without getting ·called up on it? 
A No, I am looking for a legal way. 
Q Let me ask you this, in regard to all of this 
did you ever change the names on any of these certificates tha 
are registered for these goats with the Dairy Goat Association. 
A No. 
Q Is there any particular reason why you didn't 
change the names on those? 
A They weren't interested in the showing part of 
it, they were just interested in being able to get the milk 
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legally . There was no need to change the names. You have to 
I 
i 
pay everytime the name is changed and it doesn't matt er anyway.j 
I 
I 
I was the one showing it. I 
Q If one of these t wenty-four percent owners were 
to come to you and say , look, I own twenty -four percent o f tha 
goat and I think my name ought to be on that certificate, woul 
you have any problem with doing that? 
A There is no problem, no. 
Q Now, with regard to the Promissory Notes , you 
in fact collect payments and interest on the Promissory Notes 
that are shown? } 
' A I collect them once a year, at the beginninf. 
Well, the first time I collected in April because that's when 
the papers were ready and then I collect again either in 
January or, see, the goats have a dry period , so I collect 
again when it starts up just because I didn't want to do the 







they are, then I would collect i n January . 
THE COURT: You collect once a year, in January? 
A Yes, sir, generally. That's the way I try to 
do it . Like I said, the first time I collected it in April 
because that's when we first had the papers . I believe that 
'~"as in 1984. 
THE COURT: What do you collect? 
A I collect a portion that t hey are paying on 
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their no t e and I collect t he i nterest . 
THE COURT : What portion do they pay on t he note? 
A I have them pa y five dollars a year and then 
they pay interest on the fift y dollars. So, I co llect that 
first . 
THE COURT; That isn 't a part of the note itself, 
the five dollar payments are not set out in the note, · is that 
correct? 
I believe. 
Q The note is a Demand Note. 
A Oh, yes, right. That is just a Promissory Note 
t 
THE couRT: They promise to pay you fifty dollrrs 
with interest at eight percent until paid; and it's secured by 
the goat. 
A Right. Some people have already paid . 
THE COURT: And, you just had a verbal agreement 
with the people that they pay five dollars a year? 
A Basically. See, I had one to pay the · whole 
thing and some have paid ten dollars. 
THE COURT: Do they pay just what they want to pay 
or what you ask them to pay? 
A Well, they have to pay five dollars . 
THE COURT: A year? 
A Yes , sir. 
THE COURT : Plu s interest? 
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Q Now, would you tell the Judge how it is you I 
·I 
came up with fifty dollars as a fair value , on an average, for I 
twenty-four percent of a goat? How did you come up with that? 
A Basically a good milker is worth approximately 
two hundred dollars, twenty-four percent would be about fifty 
dollars, that's rounded off. 
Q And, in order to maintain control for yourself 
over where the goats were put and so forth you i n every case 
plan to keep at least fifty-two percent, that's why you are 
selling twenty-four percent interests at this point? 
A Yes. 
Q And, with r~gard to the Maintenance Agreement 
how were your maintenance payments based, how do you calculate 
what to charge and so forth? 
A It's based on a work unit basically. I c harge 
the maintenance when I feel I have done enough work for them t 
receive - in other words, if they are receiving milk that 
represents a certain amount of work that I have done, and it 
is kind of hard to figure that out exactly and I came up with 
that as the most logical way. 
THE COURT: On work unit? 
A Yes, sir. When you are presenting that person 
with a gallon of milk that represents a certain amount of work 
that you have done in order to get it; a certain amount of fee , 
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a certain amount o f care . 
THE COURT: Doesn ' t that vary? 
A Yes , sir, it does. 
THE COURT; Suppose the goat stays dry all year, 
you don't charge any maintenance? 
A No, I wouldn't. 
THE COURT; So, if you have goat A that stays dry 
no maintenance fee. Goat B gives a ga llon a week and you have 
a certain work unit ... 
A Yes, sir. Well, the thing is I wouldn't hav~ 
sold the goat if it wasn't giving any milk. They wouldn't 
want it. 
• i ; 
THE COURT: \vell, you have five years, haven't. you 
to pay? Or ten years? 
A It is possible that that could happen. 
THE COURT: During the ten yea r period if the goat 
goes dry, has some sort of illness or something and goes dry 
you aren't going to charge any maintenance if the goat is dry ? 
A Well, see, what happens in that case is we 
would have to put the goat down, because we can't ke ep an 
animal that's not milking and I would have to sell them anothe 
goat. 
THE COURT: Have you got a p~ovision for that in 
your maintenance agreement, that you can put the goat down if 
it doesn't produce? 
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A No, it's understood, it's a verbal t h i ng. 
Q If you put the goat down do you replace the goa~? 
i 
A You mean for that person ? ' 
Q For that person? 
A Yes, I have done that on two occasions. 
Q Now, let me ask you this, when a goat is dry 
you don't have as much work, you don't milk them? 
A Right. 
Q And, that relates to work units then, doesn't it? 
A Right. 
Q Now, does every person take twenty-four percent 
1 
' of all of the milk and milk products for his. or her partictlar 
goat? Would t~ey actually come and ask for, to pick up all 
twenty-four percent? 
A No, they don't. 
Q Let me ask you to break that down in two things. 
Number one, is anybody allowed, or has anybody ever asked, to 
take more than what amounts to twenty-four percent of their 
goat's production? 
A No one has asked, it hasn't come up. 
Q Would they be permitted to? 
A No, they would have to buy another goat. 
Q For those people who take .less than twenty-four 
percent what is your arrangement, informal at least, with thes 
folks as to what happens to the balance as to how that relates 
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t o t he ma intena nce f ee? 
A Well, I get that as part o f t he mai ntenance, a s 
well as the amount that I c6.lle ct since I hav e fifty- t wo 
percent. Then, I get the part that they d6n ' t want . 
THL COURT: You get that milk? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Since you have done the milking and e verything 
else that's in lieu of a cash payment of maintenance fee for 
that part, isn't it? 
A Right. 
Q If a goat were sold who would get how much of 
J 
the proceeds from that goat? I don't know whether you havr 
done that but let's suppose that somebody said, I'd like to bu 
that goat who would get the proceeds from that goat? 
A Well, I'd get fifty-two percent and the other 
~wo people, assuming two people owned it, would get twenty - feu 
percent. 
Q Now, hav e there come occasions when, on one or 
two times or more, when somebody has defaulted on their paymen s 
on their note? 
A Yes. 
Q What have you done in those circumstances with 
your security interest in the goat? 
A Well, I took it back. I explained this to them 
when they bought it, if they defaulted then I would have to ta e 
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their port i o n back . 
Q Has that happene d? 
A Yes, it has happene d. 
Q Do you know how many times t hat has happened? 
A I think it has happened four times. It is 
marked on t heir sheets in t here . 
one. 
R E S . 
THE COURT: Michael DeRoss, I can't read this othe 
A I believe there is Luiz Gonzales. 
THE COURT: A name that begins with a B, B A R I 
A And then t .here is, Raines I believe is 
) 
' one: f
and then there is one more, I can't remember his name. He 
lived in Trevilians. 
Q Let me ask yqu this, do you keep any records 
that refle ct, at least in part, what the production is for 
various people and goats and so fort h ? 
A I keep the maintenance payments for tax purpose , 
and I don't keep goat milk records but I am only milking ten 
twice a day and I know exactly what they are giving. 
Q As to those recordations, or figures that are 
not actually written down do you just keep those in your head 
because of the number of goats you are work ing with ? 
A Yes . 
Q Do you e ver have any pro blem with the people 
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iJ who own int erests in goats, any disag reements with them abouc 
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A No, the only thing t hat happened when I was 
trying to figure out how to do it is one of my customers said 
that she didn't want to be charged any maintenance if her goat I 
wasn't milking. That's one of the reaso ns I did the maintenande 
the way I did . 
Q And, when you use the term customers you are 
talking about your maintenance customers under your maintenanc 
agreement? 
A The people that bought the interest, yes. She 
} 
only gets it sporadically because she has goats ' of her · ownt . 
Q Now, is it fair to say that your relationship 
with these people is friendly and info rmal ? 
A Yes . 
Q Have you, since being told by the Courts that 
you may not sell any milk, have you sol9 any milk to anybody? 
A No, I have not. 
Q Let me ask you another question, kids, that is 
baby goats, that come from these goats in which somebody has 
a twenty-four percent interest, in the past has it been raised 
to an issue of whether they own an interest in the kid o r not, 
or what that might be? 
A It hasn't come up because no one has wanted the 
k ids. The kids, you see, are really a liability because they 
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il are a part of the main t e nanc e . In orde r to ge t mi lk you have 
I 
to have kids , and you reac h a point whe r e you j ust can ' t take 
I 
1 anymore, you can ' t take anymore goats, you don ' t have the room, j 
and many of the k ids a r e put down at two or t h ree weeks. 
Q Up until the time that thi s issue was raised by 
• 
6 Mr . Purcell in p~e-trial proceedings had it even come up as a 
-
' 
subject t o be discussed among owners as to whether they would 
8 want any interest in t he kids or not? 
9 A No . 
to Q Do you have any v iew as to whether one of them 
ll 
12 
came up a nd said , my goat had two kids last year, why don 't I 
own an interest in them, have you discussed that with any ~f 
13 
them, or do you have any view as to whether they own any 
interest or not? 
14 
. 15 
A Well, it ha s n't come up but certainly if they 
16 
want, if they felt they s hould have ~ part of it that could be 
arranged. 
17 
Q Let me s ho w you this document and ask you if yo 
18 
19 
can tell the Judge whether, in light of this e vent, you have 
designed a new maintenance a greement which does address t h is 
20 
issue of kids which you had not thought of before? 
::!1 
A Yes, sir, it is put in here. 
22 
Q I'd like to make this Plaintiff 's Exhibit five( ) , 
23 
ii I could. 
M~ . PURCELL: Object to its introduction . That' s 
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not what the case is about. ':.'hat's a new case, next j'G.J. r' s 
case. 
'I'HE COUP-.'I': I'll let it in for what it i s worth, 
Hr . Purcell. 
Q It might not be worth .J.nything, Judge. 
MR. PURCELL: Note my objection to Plaintiff's 
Exhibit five(5). 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Number five(S) so rece ived by 
the Court and marked at this time by the Court Reporter. 
Q In any event, from this point forward any 
maintenance agreements you have will address that issue whlch 
had never come up before, isn't that true? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, l et me ask you one other thing, when you 
milk these goats th~t are owned by you and these other goat 
owners and the milk obviously comes into one pail f r om let's 
say a given goat so the t wenty-four percent interest of the 
person is all mixed in with your interest in the pail . In 
fact, do you make any effort segregate the milk from goat A as 
opposed to goat -B or do you simply keep track of how much each 
person is entitled to in a conunon pool of. milk? 
A I do the latter. 
Q Let me ask you this, when you get the goat milk 
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I, wh ic h is still unpaste urized, what ki nd oi c ontai ners do you 
~ put it in for refrigeracion purposes ? 
. 1 A Glass containers . 
Q Jars essentially ? 
5 A Yes. 
6 
Q Where do you put the milk initially before 

















A It is first iced down and then it is put in t h e 
refrigerator. 
Q What is the practice with regard to people com-






Q Would any of the milk or cheese or whatever it 
might be made from this g6at milk, what is the practice with 
regard to these owners coming periodically to get either all o 
part of the entitlement that they have to the milk a nd milk 
products from their goat? 
A They come and pick it up. 
Q Do you keep track of t hat in your head or on 
your records? 
A That's on the records . 
Q Do you distribute any milk·or milk products to 
anybody for commercial distribution, as opposed to just giving 
it to the owners? 
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Q Do you sell any milk or mil k products, o r have 
you done that in t he ·past year, from your ?remises to anyone? 
A No. 
Q Do you pasteurize any milk on your premises? 
A No . 
Q Do you sell or give or distribute this milk to 
any other processing plant, or person, to have it pasteurized? 
A No. 
Q Let me ask you this, with regard to what you 
tell people and how you operate this sale of interest in a goa , 
t 
how does that relate to your understanding of what is lawfJlly 
permitted and what is not permitted with r~gard to people who 
want to get unpasteurized goat ' s milk? 
A I am not sure of your question. 
Q I believe you have said already you understand 
you are not allowed to sell goat ' s milk to people who want it. 
-~ Right. 
Q I!ow is it this sale of an interest, in your 
understanding now of the way it is run, how does it relate to 
people who are lawfully getting unpasteurized goat's milk for 
themselves? 
A Well , I feel, personally , that it's legal becau e 
they own the goat there fo re they own the milk. 
Q Do you , at the t ime you have milk in storage in 
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your own refrigerator for your self do you also have milk in 
storage, do other people have milk in storage , that is their 
twenty-four percent inte rest in the milk? 
A Until they pick it up, yes . 
Q You don't mind them storing their milk in your 
refrigerator until they pick it up? 
A No. 
Q Or the cheese, if t hey have some cheese, you 
don't mind holding that in refrigeration? 
A There are a couple of people that don't want it 
stored in the refrigerator. One person that I know doesn'i 
I 
have a refrigerator at home and he prefers for ~e just to iit 
it out because it's better to have it warm . Raw mi l k sours 
whereas store milk would just go bad, so it's better to keep 
it wairn rather than put it in the refrigerator and l et it get 
cold. 
Q Mr. Purcell may hav e some questions for you. 
If there is something t hat I didn't cover that I told you we 
would if you wi ll just mention it we will clarify it. 
CROSS EXM1INATI ON 
By: t-1r. Purcel l 
Q I would now like to offer those four exhibits 
in evidence that you have already referred to , a nd used t hem . 
We agreed at the b e ginning that ... 
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HR . L0\1/E: That ' s fine. The Rule s and Rey ulations,! 
Judge , the re are real problems with those , some parts of t hem , I 
to the extent .. . I 
Q I don't expect the book . . . 
THE COURT: Don't make conunents to him. I am the 
guy you make ·comments to. 
MR . LOWE: Based on some discovery, things tha t 
have not been raised in this case and I don't anticipa te are 
going to be raised cause me no trouble with having you review 
these regulations. I wou ld only like to reserve if we get int 
something that might come up that I be able to raise it at a 
t 
later time, and that's all. There are some incorporations' I 
will tell the Court _exactly what I am speaking of , there is a 
document incorporated by reference on page, right on the first 
page,· maybe it's the second page, yes, on the second page, 
paragraph C, incorporates by reference administrative procedur s 
of a Federal Regulation which I do not believe applies in this 
case, to this property, to Ms. Solem's operation at all. Now , 
those aren't involv ed in the two issues that we are trying her 
today. That's why I say I don 't see that it's relevant to 
raise that; but if for some reason they become relev a nt I may 
have an objection to that, have some objection on rele vancy; 
but at this point those regulations apply · pertinently to 
everything we are dealing with. 
THE COURT: I don 't quite, I missed something. Was 
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MR . LOWE: Well, he has submitted it as exhibit 
four ( 4 ) . 
THE COURT; Is it in here as exhibit four (4) , I 
haven't looked at that? 
MR . LOWE : I thi nk you have i t in there , Judge . 
THE COURT: Yes , I see . All right . 
Q Are they in evidence? 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS Numbered one(l) through 
four(4) s o r ecei ved by the Court and made a part of the 
teen goats 
goat, have 
Q Ms~ Sole:n , isn't it a fact that 
out there at the farm? 
A That ' s right . 
Q Seventeen of which are females, 
A Yes. 
Q One male and one neutered? 
A Right. 
Q You have not sold any interests 
you? 
A No. 
Q Or the neutered goat? 
A No. 
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Q Registration Certificates, which are i n 
do not reflect the ownership by anyone other than you, is that 
correct? 
A That's corr ect . 
Q Were you the defendant in a case entitled 
Carbaugh v Solem which was tried in this Court and i n the 
Supreme Court on appeal? 
A That's correct. 
Q My recollection is, I have the decision here, 
t 
the case was decided on April 29, 1 983 , is that more or lets 
your recollection? 
A Yes, it is . 
Q It was .shor tly thereafter that you abandoned 
Lease-a-Goat, or Share-a-Goat, I believe you called it, is tha 
correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Was Share-a-Goat o ne of the terms that you used . 
A It is. 
Q Could you explain to the Judge exactly what an 
Interes t - in-Goat is, other than interest in raising them? 
A Interest-in-Goat is a legal share in a goat by 
a person, they get milk legally . 
Q You have a partners hip agreement, is that what 
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vou have with these people? 
·) MR . LOWE: Objection , Your Honor. The document 
. 1 speaks for itself. The Court has to rule what it is . 
-~ 
• 
THE COURT: I don 1 t think we are going to get into 
.:; the exercise of asking her what the l aw is, Mr. Purcell. I 
6 think I am going to have to determine that, whether s he is 
- within the law or not . You may ask her any factual quest ions 
H about how the documents evo l ved, how s he changed her procedure, 
9 why she changed her procedure, all of that; but as far as the 
10 legal e fficacy of the documents I am going to have to make the 
ll 
dec ision on that. 
t 
12 
Q Why do you t hink your interest holders wantJto 
t:l 
buy those interests? 









A They came to me . 
19 
THE COURT: In every case they came to you and 
asked? 
:!0 








A Word of mouth . Wel l , they were already under 
~~ 
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• · the old s ys t em . Some of t hem we r e old Rent - a - Goat peop le , and 


















THE COURT: Did they come to you wit h the type of 
document that they thought would be appropriate or did you hav 
someone draft these documents for you? 
A I had John Lowe draft them for me. 
THE COURT: After the Rent-a - Goat "didn't pass 
muster at the Supreme Court you went back to John and said, 
come up with a better idea? 
A Yeah, we were still trying . 
THE COURT: And, he came up with this idea? } 
' A Yes, sir . t 
THE COURT: And he, as your legal counsel, advised 
you he thought this would be a legal way of distribut ing the 
milk ~rom your goats? 
A Yes, sir . 
MR. LO'ilE ; Judge , excuse me, with all due respect 
to the Court, I know you didn't intend to mislead Ms . Solem 
but her position is not that it's a way to distribute milk fro 
her goats but from the goats, part of which she owns , part of 
which these other fo l ks own. 
THE COURT: I, of course, mean her goats that she 
is maintaining. 
MR. LOWE: The goats that are being maintained on 
her property . 
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~liE COURT: Oh, absol u t ely . 
MR. LOWE: Yes , Your Hono r, t hat's right . 
. 1 THE COURT; All right, go ahead, sir . 
Q The fact is you wouldn't a llow any of these 
• 
5 people to remove their goat, their inte rest in their goat , 
6 that property, would you ? 
- A No, wel l, they don't want to, a lot of peop le 
!l live in apartments. 
9 Q It's a f act that until we had the introduction 
10 of exhibit fiv e(S) that your owners, your fellow owners were 
II not entitled to the progeny of those goats? l 
12 
MR. LOWE: Objection. Your Honor, I have to otjec 
1:3 to that as being a legal conclusion. It may very well be that 
11 
they are entitled to it legally and what this does is simply 
~.~, 
reflect that so everybody has a clear understanding; but I do 
16 
think they own the proge ny. 
17 
THE COURT: I think you can ask her, I am going to 
IH 
allow you to ask her, if you think it's relevant, whether o r 
19 
not if one of these goats had a kid who she would deem the 
20 
owner to be, under her original agreement. As I said earlier 
Mr. Purcell, I am not 90ing to get into a questioning period 
:.! 1 
with her, e ither counsel, t o have her ma ke , or give an opinion 
:!2 
with reference to the legal efficacy of a~y of these documents, 
\· ,• 
- ' 
or what s he is doing. That is ultimately for me t o decide . 
~ I 
I think t hat' s what yo~ asked me to do today , to decide whethe 
~.=) 
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t he se are legal documents and what r e s u lts from t he use of t he se 
documents, is it a sale or not? 
Q Have you ever tendered a twenty - f our percent 
interest, or any other interest, in one of the kids of one of 
those goats that was owned, where you had distributed i nterests 
in them? If the goat had a kid did you distribute an interest 
in that goat to another per~on? 
MR. LOWE: Excuse me, Your Honor. I don' t under-
stand the question. How do you distribute an interest? 
THE COURT: Let's find out if she does. It 's not 
for you to understand, it ' s for her to understand . Did you 
understand the question? 
A I think so . 
THE COURT: All right, then , try to answer it, 
please. Objection overruled. 
A Number one, it never came up , it just never 
t , 
came up; but yes , they would have been entitled to it if t h ey 
wanted it . 
Q That's not what you said in your deposition is 
it? 
A Well, it never came up, I hadn't thoug h t about 
it. As I say, a lot of them live in apartments, they are 
o l der people , it just never came up. I t_hink in my depos ition 
I said that I took the kid s, that's al l I said. 
Q That's correct . 
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A Tha t ' s true, I do t ake t he kid . 
THE COURT ; Upon reflection, the agreement that 
you have now, if somebody carne to you and said, we wa nt to kno l 
what's going to happen to the offspring, you would say that 
the offspring, under the agreement that you now have, you 
would say the offspring I would d~em to be mine, is that corre t? 
It would belong to you? 
A Basically , yes. 
THE COURT; I am not asking basically . 
A Yes. 
Q You charge these interest owners a maintenance 
fee, is that correct? 
A That's correct. 
t , 
Q The maintenance fee is largely dependent upon 
how much milk the people take with them off of your farm , isn ' 
that correct? 
A That's correct . 
THE COURT: What do you charge per quart, per 
gallon . What is the work unit charged on? 
A It is three dollars($3 . 0 0) per gallon. 
THE COUR'l' : Three dollars ( $3.00) per gallon? 
A Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: If I go out here ~o a grocery store 
where they sell goat's milk, do they sell milk in the grocery 
store, doe s Seven Day sell goat ' s milk? 
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A The r e i s one heal th food s t o r e tha t s ell s 
pasteurized goat's mi lk . 
THE COURT : ~'ihat do t he y charge pe r gallon? 
A It's a pproaching n i ne do l l a rs ( $9 . 00 ) a g allon . 
THE COURT: About three times what you charge for 
maintenance? 
A Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: All right, go a head , sir. 
Q The remainder of the goat's mi lk , some of which 




Q Which is made from u npasteurized goat's milt as 
! 
A That's correct. 
Q It's a fact also that you don't have any permit 
from the Department of .Agriculture and Consumer Serv ices, or 
the Department of Health, the defend ant agencies in t h is case,· 
is that correct? 
A That is correct. 
Q When the goat is dry isn't i t a fact t hat you 
will give, add to, distribute to, t he interest of some other 
milk to replace for t he dry goat, i sn't that correct? An d , you 
will then collect the maintenance f ee, isn't t hat correct ? 
A That is true. 
THE COURT; I didn't understand you . 
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Q I think I had better have that question 
repeated. 
THE COURT: If the goat is dry, say somebody owns 
a twenty-four percent interest in a goat a nd that goat is dry . 
A Yes, sir. 
THE COURT; Are they entitled to any milk? 
A The goats are usually all dry at t he same time 
so it doesn't come up, nobody is getting anything when they 
are dry at the same time. But, if there is a slight overlap, 
say one goat drys up a couple of weeks ahead of the other then 
I will usually use some milk from another goat for t hat person 
l 
because over the whole time span each person is still getttng 
their twenty-four percent interest. When t hey are dry they are 
all dry. For instance, we are dry now, no one is getting any 
milk. 
Q So, when you replace the milk you charge them a 
maintenance fee , correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Isn't it also a fact t hat you keep no productio 
records so that what you give them for their maintenance fee i 
largely depende nt upon what your preception of how much produc 
tion is coming from each goat, is that correct ? 
ing. 
A That's correct, I know what each one is produc-
Q Now, I call your attention for a comparison 
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'I between, p rior to April 29, 1983 and after April 29 , 19 83, 
I 
I 
are you milking t he goats any differently after April 29, 1983 , 
3 and prior to April 29, 1983 . . . 
I MR. LOWE: Judge, I would like to raise an 
objection on materiality, if not relevancy, to what mi ght have 
6 happened in the past. It's not whet her something happened in 
the past or not, it's what's happening now. We can stay here 
8 all afternoon comparing the two time periods. 
9 THE COURT: I think you can ask her how she is 
10 milking the goats now .... 
II Q Your Honor, may I speak to his objection? 
12 
THE COURT: I'll let you argue the objection 
13 
Q Yes, sir, e specially if you are going to sustai 
II 
it. I would like to have a chance to put on the record that I 
15 
think that question is very material. 
16 
THE COURT: Tell me why you feel it's material. 
17 
Q When we came in here two weeks ago I was told 
to breakdown questions to show the d ifference between, I wante 
18 
to know what the difference was between the operation now/ and 
19 
prior to the Supreme Court case. I am now going to elicit 
:!0 
from her now, I hope, not long, sir, I promise you , five or 
21 
six question, all of which I tend to demonstrate, I hope will 
22 
demonstrate to the Court that what we have here is no differen 
than what the Supreme Court decided on April 29 , 1 983; and I 
:!·1 
am entitled to a plea of res judicata, wh ich I have p leaded. 
2S 
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Solem - Cross 33 
That's all I am trying to do, sir , and I would do it i n about 
five questions . 
THE COURT: You may proceed, objection overruled . 
Q Are you milking your goat s any differently than 
you did prior to that date? 
A No. 
Q Are you storing the milk any differently than 
you did prior to that date? 
A No . 
Q Isn't it also a fact that both prior to that 
date, and presently, people come in, sign a piece of paper t 
' regardl ess of what the legal efficacy of that , I am not as~ing 
you to conc l ude that, sign a piece of paper, they hand you 
money and you give them goat ' s milk, is that true? 
A That's correct but there is a difference. But, 
I can ' t answer it becau se he hasn ' t asked the question . 
THE COURT: I think I know what the answer is, 
don ' t worry too much about it. Go ahead . 
Q Now ,· isn't it also a fact that the milk in your 
refrigerator is enti~ely, if I use a word that you ~on ' t 
understand, fungible . In other words, the jars aren't marked 
and you hand out the milk from unmarked jars to whoever comes 
in and pays you money? 
A No, that's not correct . All of the jars are 
marked with people ' s names on them . 
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Q I am willing to r ecall Atwood Huff . I \vant to 
remind you what he will testify to , that on t he one time t hey 
went out and inspected milk from Anna was there and t he jar 
\vas unmarked. 
A That's correct. As I said before, we are dry 
now . I should have said, what I mean is no one is coming. I 
do have one goat milking . We are using the milk ourselves . 
Anna is also owned by Mr . Dietrich and Mr . Sassone, they own 
twenty-four percent; but she is only, she fre s hened in July 
and this is her first freshening and we are holding her over 
it's called. When this happens they go way down in milk durin 
f 
' the winter, she will come back up in the spring; but right fnow 
she is milking about a pint a day , therefore the jars he saw , 
I think there were about six jars in there and they each 
contqined about a pint, six days; and to be very blunt we are 
keeping it for ourselves . Mr . Dietrich lives i n Keswick and 
Mr . Sassone is located in Orange and if they were going to get 
any milk it would amount to about a pint, or less, and there 
is no need for them to d rive that far to pick up t hat ~mall 
amount of milk . If t hey wanted it they could certainly .have 
TI·!I.: COURT ; But, you don 1 t keep the milk from 
each separate animal separate. You don ' t keep Anna 's milk onl 
in a jar for Anna? 
A No, I don't . 
THE COURT : So, there is some mixing of the milk 
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wit h d ifferent an i mals? 
.D.. Pardo n me . 
~·:. ,- ' ' \ , ., r-:21 
_, .. ,.} V ·v~ 
THE COURT . When you milk the animals you mix the 
milk but you keep a record of how muc h comes from each animal, 
is that correct? 
A Yes, sir. It is all mixed but I know how much 
each is giving . 
THE COURT: You have a milking pail , I suppose 
like you milk a cow, and you go o ver and milk Anna, there is 
one named Ticklish , I think . 
A Yes . 
f 
THE COURT : You go over and mi l k Tickl i sh and 1t 
goes in the same container ? 
A Yes, sir . We ll, we have a milk pai l and it is 
poured into a tote pai l , it' s called. 
THE COURT: Then you note on your record how much 
comes from Anna before you add some mi l k from a nother animal 
in that pail? 
A Yes, sir, I know how much comes from each one. 
Q May I clarify that question? She has testified 
in a way that I want to make sure is clear . You keep no 
written produ9tion records at a l l of where any of the milk 
comes from, i sn ' t that correct? 
A Not from each goat, I keep maint e nance records 
for tax purposes. 
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Q That's correc t. 
TEE COURT~ So, you don ' t keep any production 
records? 
A No , sir, I keep naintenance r ecords . 
THE COURT: So you don't know , over a per iod of 
time, you don ' t know how much milk Anna give s? 
A I do because I know how much she gives. 
THE COURT: But you don ' t ke ep a record? 
A No, sir, not written. 
THE COURT~ You don't have a r e cord of how much 
and you don 't have a record on any anima l how much t hat 
particular animal gives? 
A Not writt en down, no, sir. 
t 
' , 
THE COURT: Tell me, t his is somewhat in keeping 
with what Mr. Purcell was asking you, you had a certain way 
you did things when you rented goats . 
A Yes, sir . 
• 1 
... -
THE COURT: Other than the document s we a re s peakin 
of, and I am not belittling the documents, but I am saying , 
oth~r than the documents a r e you doing anything different in 
the operat ion from before you had t hese documents? 
A Yes, sir . 
THE COURT : Te ll me what i t ~ s . 
A Well, on the Rent-a-Goat t hey were charged a 
flat three do llars a day to rent the goat; and whatever t he 
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I i produced on that da y they go t. If t he goa t didn' t mu ke a 



















an interest in it, and I own part of it t oo , I alway s make sur~ 
I 
that they get a gallon. That is why the milk is mixed and the 
do get something . 
THE COURT: So, even if the goat doesn ' t make a 
full gallon today they s till get the proportionate amount , the 
twenty-four percent? 
A Yes, sir. I felt that since I own part of the 
goat too I could give them that and I could arrange it better 
so they alway s got their twenty - four percent . See , actually 
• l 
twenty -four percent is high but I wanted to make sure theyf 
alway s had enough. So, for instance , if Anna dropped way down 
they would still have enough. The twenty-four percent is 
based on a pproximately six gallons of week from one goat. 
THE COURT: How do you figure the cheese? 
A The interest on the cheese ? 
THE COURT ; How do you figure _ that? First of· all, 
how d o you determine how much cheese you are go ing to make ? 
A Oh , · I see. That's harder to do because you 
can ' t always tell exactly how much you are g oing to get, it 
will change with the temperature and s ometime s the wa y it will 
come o ut, do y ou know what I am talking a bout? 
THE COURT: Yes . 
A Sometimes more will come out and you will get 
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less chee se . But , we general ly fi g ure about four gal lons of 
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'I'IIE COURT: !'-1y question wasn't directed toward s 
that. How do you decide what port ion of milk you are going to 
make into cheese? Do you make that decision? 
A Yes , I make it . 
TiiE COUR'I': It ' s not the owner of the goat who mak~s 
the decision and says, I want my gallon made into cheese? 
A Usually they will say, I would l ike my mil k 
made into cheese and they a sk f or a certain amount of cheese . 




o r not to make cheese? 
A Yes. 
THE COURT: You just make cheese at the request of 
the owner? 
A Oh, yes , I see what you are saying. He just 
do~'t make cheese and divvy it out, it is made at the request 
of the owner and saved for them . 
Q And , the mi l k in that chee se i s fungible, you 
take mi l k from o t her places and put it in that? 
A That 's corr ect . 
THE COURT: What is your ma intenance fee on cheese. 
A It usually runs by t he pound, four fif ty . 
THE COURT: Four fifty a pound? 
A Yes , sir. 
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I THE COURT: Wha t kind of cheese , is there a 
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A We make a soft cheese which is 
and then we make a hard cheese 
THE COURT: And, you charge the same per pound for 
maintenance fee? 
A Yes,· I do. 
THE COU~T: Do they sell goat cheese here anywhere 
commercially? 
A Yes, I think the health food store sells it and 
I believe there is Norwegian Goat Cheese, Foods of all Nations 
f 
' carries some, it is imported. 
' TilE COURT: What is a similar t ype cheese, what 
does a similar type cheese that you make cost on the market? 
A I don't beli~ve there is any quite like ours. 
The goat cheese in Blue Mountain, a friend of ours makes, and 
it's a blue cheese and that's not at all like ours. It would 
be very hard to put a price, a relative price, because it's 
nothing like it. 
Q You don't hold a permit to manufacture or sell 
cheese, do you? 
A No. 
~ The major difference between the cheese that yo 
find at Foods of all Nations or health food stores is either 
it's pasteurized or kept long enough so that pasteurization is 
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not required by t he r egu lations and yours i s ke pt less t han 
the t ime set by t he regulations, is t hat not correct? 
HR . Lm-JE : I object. Judge , we are getting into a 
lot of assumpt ions that she knows what the regulations are i n 
that question. I ob ject to the form of the question . I don 't 
think he is asking facts. 
Q Let me break it d own into three ques tions. The 
difference between cheese sold at Foods of all Nations, or in 
the health food stores is pasteurized and yours is not , is that 
correct? 
A I don't t h ink there are a n y raw milk goa t 
f ( 
cheeses that I have seen for sale. I believe t h ey are allf 
! 
pasteurized. 
Q It is legal to sell raw ·pasteurized milk, raw 
cheese made from pasteurized milk if it's aged lon g enough, 
isn't that correct? 
A I think that's c o rrect , in the State of Virgin ia. 
Q That's enough, t hank you. 
THE COURT: Anything further. 
REDIRECT EXM1INAT ION 
By: Hr. Lowe 
Q With regard to these o ffspri ng , I don't remember 
whet her Mr. Purcell asked , or the Judge asked, I tltink you said 
you have i n the past simp ly taken t h e k ids. Having now the 
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Solem ~ Redirect 46 
benefit of the issue be ing raised and having had the benefit ., o .. 
legal counsel, as to those kids that are still alive today 
what is your understanding if one of these owners came up and 
said, hey, do I own a part of that kid? 
A Oh , sure , there is no problem . 
Q Can you tell t he Court, maybe the Court has 
about t he same amount of knowl edge about goats that I do, but 
what about these kids, how many of these kid s do you keep 
alive? What is done with the~e kids , are they all kept a l i ve? 
A Well, as I say, you think you are getting some-







you are selling purebred animals they are really such a litbil '-
ty that you have to have them to get the milk so most of them 
are put down. 
Q Are some of them raised to replace other goat s 
that die of old age, or whatev e r might happen? 
A Yes , and we a lways have too many . 
Q With regard to the small amounts of milk that 
the Dietrich's and Sassano's would have had during this time 
period from Anna , within your arrangement with these owners 
are you allowed to marsial the time when you get your fift y - tw 
percent compared t o when they get their forty - eight percent 
different t imes of the yea r? 
A Yes . 
Q Is that essent ially what you are doing now? 
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Q Are the amounts that you g et , you say you kee~ 
no production records, do you know approximately pretty close 
what your p roduction records are for the different goat s just 
~ in your head because you know the goats? 
A Yes. We were on testing which was for producti 
7 for two years. The tester comes once a month and the producti 
H records are written down; but I found out it wasn't worth the 
'J money because I could remember it. You milk so many times, yo 
10 know exactly on that pail where it comes up , you know exactly 
II what they are doing. 
1:! Q Now, you mentioned something that has kind 
1.1 sli?ped by. You said the twenty-four percent really was fo r 
1·1 rnore milk than they need, or something like that . Can you 
~.-, explain to the Judge what you mean by that and how it was you 
In picked the higher number? 
17 A Well, I wanted them to be able to get all of th 
I ll 
milk that they needed and if they want~d a little more . they 
19 
could have it. Also, if the goat did d rop in production they 




Q Normally would a person, people that are 
interested in goat milk tha~ you work with, normally would the 
consume twenty-four percent of the productiv ity of one goat 1n 
a normal week or a normal month? 
,., . 
-"' 
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.~ No . I 
I 
i 
Q And, what about the access above what they don• d 
consume, is that what you described as being part of your 
maintenance agreement ? 
A Yes. 
Q When a goat is dry , if the situation arose, I 
am not sure you said it never had arisen, or it might have 
happened once; but, if a goat of one owner is dry and they 
sti ll wan~ milk you indicated you would advance them or give 
them milk that may have come from another goat at that time 
even though their goat is not producing , am I correct so far? 
f 
' A That's correct. t 
Q And, you charge a maintenance fee at that time, 
am I correct so far? 
A Yes. 
Q But, over the course of a year would that even 
out in terms of the amount of milk they got for their own 
·goat's p roduction and the f ees t hat they paid? 
A Yes. 
Q And, on t he cheese , I think you indicated this , 
it's not clear to me, you do make chee se when reque s t e d by som 
of the owners and you charge an ap?ropriate maintenance fee to 
cove r the costs and trouble of making cheese, is that correct? 
A That ' s correct. 
Q You also make some cheese for your own 
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consui1lpt i on? 
A That's correct. 
Q And the aggregate of t hat determine s how much 
cheese is made? 
A Exactly. 
Q I t h ink a question was asked b y Mr . Purcell 
about, suppose one of these people came and said I want my 
twenty-four percent off of your property , or somethin g like 
that, isn't that exactly why you have kept fifty-two percent? 
goat is? 
A Exactly. 




Q To say the obvious, you are not going to cut up 
a goat, it's only good as a live milker isn't that correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q You don't raise goats for goat meat, I a m not 
sure anybody does, but you don't do· you? 
A No. 
Q Do you show goats at all or is it strictly for 
milking purposes? 
A We show them about twice a year. It is for fun . 
Some people show for money. 
Q I believe that's all the questions I have . 
WITNESS STOOD ASIDE 
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MR. LOWE: That ' s a ll of the e v idence that we ha ve 
~ to offer, Judge . 
3 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Purcell . 
MR . PURCELL : Defense rests. 
MR . LOWE: Would you like t o hear some argument, 
6 Judge? 
THE COURT: Would love to . 
MR . LOWE: Let me start out by addressing the 













? " _,.., 
a decision. I have copied two pages from the exhibit just t o 
hi-lite. The first I point out , i n a cove r i ng letter Judge~ 
s 
that these regulations only purport to cover Grade A PasteJkiz 
ed Market Milk, Gr ade A Pasteurized Market Milk Product and 
certain milk products . We are not even purporting to do any -
thinq pasteurized here so anything that these regula t ions coul 
cover would be certain milk pr oducts . 
MR . PURCELL : I would like to object to this as 
argument . That has already been decided by the Supreme Court . 
The Regulation Ten (lO) applies to this unpasteurized milk . 
Thi s is not ev~n valid arqument. 
MR. LOWE: Judge, may I just continue, you may 
want t o reject my argument? 
THE COURT: I'll allow you to argue a little later . 
Thi s is in the form of argument. I ' ll keep your objection 
under advisement. Go ahead, sir . 
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~ I again, hi-lited ~n green , shows that same caption but down ~n 























the uniform regulation needed to govern the production process 
labeling and distribution. I point out to the Court that no 
where in there is the word storage contained , but bypass that 
for a moment. 
Then there is a statement on page two(2) ,which I 
have hi- lited in pink to make it easier for the Court, pointin 
out that these regulations define and what they prohibit and 
so forth and no where in there is there anything relating 
the storage of milk . 




which is in contention here that is a master piece of bureau-
cratic sentence construction; and I don ' t a t tribute it to any 
of the people who are involved in this case; but in pink it 
starts out, pointing out that it ' s unl awful for any person 
who does not possess a permit to bring into, send into o r 
receive into the Commonwealth of Virgin ia, or its police 
jurisdiction, and the way I read that paragraph everything 
that follows there relates to that, and we are not involved 
here with anybody bringing, sending or receiving into the 
state anyth ing relating to goat ' s milk and I don ' t think, 
because of that, that this Regulation Four(4) even applies. 
But then, let ' s go down , the green part says , to have in 
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storag e market milk , marke t milk ~ reduct o r mi lk product ; and 
I point out t here is no contention that we have market milk 
or market milk product here because we are not marketing it . 
The only thing that would be milk product, that could possibly 
be included, and if your Honor will look at the definition of 
milk product, on paqe seven(7) it's marked in pink, that is 
only whipped cream, whipped light cream, whipped coffee cream 
















any kind on the premises and therefore that's a second reason 
why that Regulation Four (4) does not apply to us whatsoever; 
and we don't have market milk or market milk product and mtlk 
' products include only those whipped products which we don't
have. 
But, more important than that, I call attention to 
Mr. Huff's testimony. He said no, if somebody went to the 
grocery store and got a gallon of milk for themselves, or a 
half a gallon of milk, and a half a gallon of milk for the 
neighbor, brought it home and put in the refrigerator they 
wouldn't need a permit. Now, if you read this paragraph 
literally Judge any housewife in Virginia has to have a permit 
to put milk in their own refrigerator. If you read it literall 
and not in a common sense way. Even if you assume it is 
nothing to do with bringing it into the state, e ven if you 
read in the market milk and market milk products includes the 
store milk, obviously, you'd have e very housewife in Virginia 
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requiring a permit to ?U t a half a gallon o f milk in t heir 
refrigerator when t hey get home, e ven for themselves; bu t 
3 certainly if t he y brought it home fo r their neighbor . 
Now, when you look in the blue hi- lited part, it 
~ says, provided that grocery stores, restaurants, soda fountain 
6 and s i milar establishments where market milk, market milk 
7 products, or mi lk products are served or sold at retail but 
a not processed may be exempt from the requirements in these 
9 regulations . I think the only common sense way to read that 
10 is t hat t hi s i s intended to tal k about commercial storage. 
11 The n when you go down one step further and you~ 
s 
12 look a t page nine (9 ) of the regulations , hi- lited in green~ 
13 you have a milk plant , a mi l k plant is any place is any place 
u where milk, or milk products, are stored for distribution . 







to give it to the neighbor, that's not the kind of 
you are talking about . Even better than that , you 
distributioj 
go down to 
what is hi- lited in orange , paragraph DOD , normal storage is 
the storage of Gr ade A Pasteurized Market Milk , Grade A 
Pasteu r i zed Marke t Mi lk Produc~s , and the milk product at a 
temperature of forty - five(45) degrees Fahrenheit or less. It 
i s quite obviou s that what we are talking about here, again 
is the part, pasteurized milk and milk products which are 
those whipped products by definition so it doesn't apply . 
Judge, the most insane thing that can happen in 
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this courtroom today wou ld be to r ule t ha t anybody to put 1 
milk in a refrigerator has to have a permit; and that's what 
the literal reading of Regulation Fou r(4) could lead to, 
although Mr. Huff give s a common sense reading and that is, 
you don ' t need, when you are doing it for yourself and your 
friends, or in this situation where Ms. Solem at times has her 
own milk and milk products in refrige~ation; and at times 
owners of interests in goats on Ms . Solem ' s property also have 
their milk, and milk products, in storage in Ms . Solem's 
refrigerator, such as the neighbor in the case I pointed out 
be:{:ore. I 
' Now, it may be that their milk is all in the s~me 
jug but it is clear that that milk is either owned by Ms. Sole 
or is owned by the owners, and is there in storage for whoever 
owns it and so the regulatio~s would not apply. 
Judge, the only common sense way to apply these 
regulations is that it relates to commercial distribution 
points where you have trucks coming in and all that type of 
thing. It's obvious that's the only way you can apply it in 
this case to make any sense. If you required every housewife 
I 
to have a permit you are going to have a rebellion on your han s 
pretty quickly and yet, literally read that regulation require 
that. 
Ms. Solem has done what lawyers have been doing 
for their clients for generations. The tax field is one in 
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which it's mo st obvious. If I am tired of pay ing income taxes, 
I 
Federal I ncome Tax, on dividends from a corporation in which I 
I 
invest I can do t wo things to avoid doinq t hat . One, I can II 
be unlawful and just fa il to pay it, that 's called tax evasion 
The other is to invest in a tax free municipal which is called 
tax avoidance, that is you choose your investment and do it in 
such a way that the law does not require you to pay any income 
tax because there is no income tax . What Ms. Solem has done 















not sell milk and you may not rent a goat out and let the 
people who rent the goat take the milk; but there is nothi9g 
s 
in this law that prevents her from selling an interest in ~ 
goat, or a whole goat , to somebody and keeping it on her 
property and maintaining it for them and giving them the milk 
products based on a work unit which is the logical way, if you 
have got to work more fo r three gallons of milk than for one 
gallon of milk the person who qets three qallons ought to pay 
more of the expense of doing all of that work than the person 
who normally gets one gal l on of milk. So, that's a logical 
way of doing that. 
Now , with Ms . Solem and the way she has set this 
up, it is true there is a certain informality to this but 
there is no requirement that everybody be·a Simon Legree in 
their business arrangement and it's true that she has approxi-
mate milk production records in her head and not written down 
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~ s he keeps track of it and t ha t t hese folks ge t wha t t he y want 

















maintenance fee, and as to the milk product that they do not 
want, which she still had to produce , she still had to milk 
the goats, she takes the milk product itself in-kind a s a 
maintenance fee and t ha t satisfies her, s he is happy to do t hau, 
she wouldn't have to do it legally but she is certainly entitl 
ed to do it and the folks who own t hose goats are e nti tled to 
let her do t hat, that certainly is a n indicia of ownership tha 
you can allow somebody to take part if you want to, a nd th~t 
s 
does not change what may frustrate the state because maybetthe 
will say, oh, my gosh, our regulations don't prevent somebody 
from doing this and they should. The answer to that is, then 
they had better change their regulations. It is lawful to 
give away unpasteurized goat milk in Virginia; and if that is 
their case then there is no reason why, why we say , well, any 
dealings with unpasteurized goat 's milk is unlawful, t hat is 
not the law. Maybe it ought to be, maybe there are people in 
the Department of Agriculture that think all unpasteurized 
goat milk should be illegal, even to possess, sort of like 
marijuana; but that hasn't been decided by the state. Beyond 
that the state has set up frame work in which people can deal 
with it. It is lawful to have their own goat. Mr. Pur cell 
has acknowledged that it's lawful for, Mrs. Dietrich for examplr , 
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to own her own qoat one hundred percent , give it t o Ms . Sole m 
saying I live somewhere, I a m too old , o r too busy o r my 
premises don't allow me to have a goat, you take my goat , you 
milk it, you feed it, you ve t it and I'll pay you a maintenanc 







is only because Ms. Dietrich only owns twenty-four one hundred 
I 
of . the goat instead of one hundred one hundreds of a goat, tha ~ 
it becomes illegal. I just can't see how that distinction canj ' 
fly when the Commonwealth acknowledged that Mrs. Dietrich coul 
do that with a whole goat it conceded the whole case on that 
issue in this Court. Obviously you are entitled to have I 
' interest in something and not a hundred percent interest a4d 
still do with it what is an indicia of ownership. 
Now, with regard to the storage, I think the same 









milk in storage. · In fact, if youwant to take it logically how 
can the state say that Ms. Solem can milk that person's goat 
and charge a maintenance fee a nd not refrigerate the milk unti 
Mrs. Dietrich can come out an~ pick it up? That doesn't make 
any sense. The Commonwealth can't take those two inconsistent 
positions with much credibility . So , what we have here Judge, 
you have a l egitimate Bill of Sale, no thing wrong in form with 
that being a leqal document. You have a Promissory Note which 
complies with t he Uni f orm Commercial Code in a l l respects, it 
does not spell out, nor is it required to, how much is paid an 
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o n what date. It is essen tia lly a De ma nd No t e a nd s he tells 
you what the arrangement is, how much they pay , amortized at 
five dollars per year and interest that she takes at the top. 
Some people will have already paid for their entire goat share, 
~ not by Promissory . Note, she said that also . The Maintenance 
o Agreement, similarily reduces to writing the arrangements she 
; has with these people to be paid a reasonable maintenance fee 




milk products . So, all of that is within the frame work of 
the law; .there is not one witness, of all of the people that 
they have either talked to or could have talked to, or coutd 
have deposed or could have subpoenaed, they could have sai~, 
you, you, you, come on, let's testify . Not one person has sai 
1 ~ that this was a sham, that it was a device to wink at the law, 
1s that it was anything other than it purports to be, an ownershi 
16 in goats in order for these folks who want unpasteurized goat 






Judge, down at the bottom of the page somewhere here the Court 
has to recognize that what we have here is a bunch of little 
people up against big government and big government is trying 
to tell them what to do for their own good whether they like 
it or not. It hasn't done it within the frame work of the 
regulations that are written down for these people and it 
hasn't come up within the frame work of law and they don't 
have authority to make it up as they go along. Ms. Solem, and 
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her f riends who wanted goa t's milk , have combined i n a way 
2 t hat e ve rybody can qet what t h e y want . There is no issue i n 


















made it clear that you can give a way unpasteurized goat milk 
so you can't very well say, well, it's a dangerous substance, 
it's a hazardous toxic substance, otherwise they wouldn't 
allow you to give it away either. 
The people that have done this have tried to stay 
within the law and Judge, I think it's important, when people 
try to stay within the law, they reduce something to writing 
and they do it in a way; and I point out that we are the ones 
' l 
that brought this to you. Ne are not sitting there waitinp 
for someone to come out and raise the dickens, we are telling 
you we have done what's legal and we want you to put your 
imprimatur down so that these good folks can live in peace and 
Ms. Solem doesn't wor r y about the knock on the door when some-
body might be out there to serve a warran t or something like 
that. They had done something in a perfectly lawful way, they 
have accomplished a purpose which they ar·e entitled to. The 
Ninth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
reserves for the people all of those right which are not other 
wise specified in the Constitution of the United States and 
the Constitution of Virginia; and this is part of that. What 
we are seeing here today is a judicial process hav ing a little 
person, a group of little people who say, I am following the 
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pa steurization cures mcst of the bacteria and bad elements in 
milk that might ·cause disease, that .unpasteurized milk can 
cause a great deal . .. 
MR. LOWE : Judge, excuse me . I did not understand 
any agreement that there would be no reference but I'll ask th 
Court to simply disregard that. That was strictly as an aside 
I don't think Mr . Purcell can read a bunch of stuff into the 
record . I ask the Court just to ignore that . I did not under 
stand that we had an agreement. I t h ink we recognized that th 
issue was not framed in the pleadings . 
THE COURT: It would seem to me that the whole • 
' thrust of the effort of the state, to keep the milk from b~ing 
distributed in the manner it's distributed would be to promote 
some safety for the citizens of the state. That it would be 
the state that's looking after its citizens and not letting 
them do something for themselves that might be harmful. How 
can you take that out of this case? 
MR. LOWE: Well , Judge, I think what Mr. Purcell 
and I talked about, and I think it ' s true, the way the pleading 
are framed right now those are not issues and I agree on that. 
I didn't understand we had some sort of an agreement that it 
not be mentioned but I don 't see it as an issue in deciding 
these two narrow issues that are before you. At some future 
date it might become an issue but it's not an issue today. 
MR. PURCELL: Thank you , Your Honor . I am satisfie 
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l I i that the state is being gran ted a p resumption which it ~s 
~ entitled to in Regulations four( 4) and ten ( lO) invo lving the 






















THE COURT: I would hope that they are , I hope 
they are not there just to be capricious. 
MR. PURCELL: If Mr. Lowe wants to bring them headl 
on sometime I'll be glad to meet him in Court any. day. 
Let ' s get to the issues of the case, which is 
whe ther a sale ha s occurred in this case in violation of 
Regulation ten(lO). It is his burden of proof, not mine, he 
brought this case. I am going to try to keep my argument ~o 
s 
two paragraphs . f 
The Supreme Court of Virginia has already ru l ed. I 
am going to quote a few things from the Supreme Court to show 
you how it's the same as it is in this case. We consider 
first whether Respondent, that's Christine Solem, transaction 
constituted a violation of the departmental regulations. Thos 
regula~ions promulgated as they were pursuant to definitive 
statutory authority, have the force and effect of law. Regula-
tion ten(lO) proscribes the sale of unpasteurized milk. Such 
sales are commerce , and all such commerce , no matter how 
"limited" or "restricted", is unlawful. A single sale is both 
a civ il v iolation and a criminal offense. · 
Respondent contends that her "lease-a-goat program' 
does not violate the regulation because it does not involve a 
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sale. Now we ha ve t he sale o f an i n terest i n a goat. Sale 
0 consists in the passing of title from the seller to the buyer 
3 for a price. Respondent argues that she retains title to the 





















goat produces on a day the goat is leased. We contend it's 
still the same thing, she still owns a part of the goat. 
Respondent's argument, which focuses upon the goat 
skews the issue. The regulation does not proscribe sale of the 
animal. Not a whole animal, not a part of any animal~ none 
of the animal. The Supreme Court said that. The violation 
with which respondent was charged was a sale of the raw milk 
! 
' produced by the animal. It is immaterial that title to th1 
goat never passed. They didn't care whether it passed or not. 
That's what the Supreme Court said. Title to the milk passed 
when respondent completed the act of delivery. Title to goods 
passes in any manner and on any conditions explicitly agreed 
on by the parties at the time and place at which the seller 
completes his performance with reference to the physical 
delivery of the goods. They sign a piece of paper, out comes 
the milk from the refrigerator, that's exactly what the 
Supreme Court dealt with the last time and this is what they 
said. 
Since at least a portion of the price paid, i.e., 
the "rental fee'', or maintenance fee, was ascribable to the 
value of the milk acquired, the transaction - she said that 
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II Judge, what the ma intenance fee is for , it's based on how much 
~ milk you get. The same case, just d ifferent names. 
The transaction satisfied the statutory definition 
~ of a sale . We hold, therefore, that respondent violated t he 
5 proscription of Regulation ten(lO). The same case . It's 
6 called a maintenance fee, the maintenance fee depends on how 
7 much milk you get. The same case. 
s I am entitled to and should have had this case 
9 without going through all of this evidence, I am entitled to 




' As far as holding in storage. That's the end ~f 
13 my argument . I think I have a four sguare case ... 
1~ THE COURT: Is that the decision of the Supreme 
15 Court? 
16 MR. PURCELL: Yes, sir. 
17 




MR. PURCELL: I do want to address the storage 
very briefly. l think the regulation~, I want to be sure of 
2 1 
what we are talking about here. What we have here is milk. 
22 
You have to ·have a license to have it in storage. Milk that 
23 
includes goat 's milk. 
THE COURT: What section are you reading from ~n 
2s the regulation? 
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l I MR. PURCELL: A,B,C, Regulat i on t wo( 2 ) . I just 
2 want to be sure you understood t he reason this is not like a 
I 
I 
consump- · I 
housewife because this is being distributed for human 
4 tion. 
s B, she is holding milk f o r distribution to others 
6 for human consumption and that is why she is required to have 
7 a license to operate a holding station . 


















THE COURT: Mr. Lowe . . 
MR. LOWE: I am completely lost . in that last point 
If I get milk for my neighbor at Kroger's and put it in my 
I 
s 
refrigerator I am sure distributing it for ·human · consumpti~n 
when I give it to her when she comes over this afternoon. Is 
Mr. Purcell and his people arguing that I have got to have a 
permit to put the milk in my refrigerator? If you just read 
the regul ation the way he wants you to everybody that gets 
milk from Kroger's and puts _it in their refrigerator has got 
to get a permit and that can't be the purpose of that, it 
absolutely cannot. One thing administratively, they do a lot 
of cockamamy things in Richmond, the one thing I am sure of is 
that nobody intended for that to be the purpose of Regulation 
four(4), and where ~s the definitional difference - Judge, it 
makes sense that when grocery stores, restaurants and so forth 
are excluded that obviously what you a re talking about is 
commercial wholesale operations ... 
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You are reading now from ... 
Regulation four (4 ) on pa ge ten (lO) , 
3 under permits, halfway down in t hat f irst paragraph , it says, 
1 provided that grocery stores, restaurants and so forth are 
5 exempt because it is being sold there but not processed . 
6 THE COURT: Exempt from t he storage ... 
i MR. LOWE: Yes, sir . I t can 't be, Judqe, that 
a anyone would require an individual more than you would require 















where it's being sold retail. The only way you can read thi s 
to make any sense out of it in the f rame work of this whole 
f 
i 
thing is that you are talking here about commercial operat~ons 
I point out again that that definition that I read to you, WW, 
milk plant - obviously they are talking about a commercial 
operation, is any place where milk is stored . My house is not 
a milk plant, Judge. It may be a lot of things but I am 
confident it's not a milk plant, and Ms. Solem 's place is not 
a milk plant either. You have to read this for distribution, 
you have to think in terms of what Regulation four(4) shows 
here, where it exempts g rocery stores. Grocery stores store 
milk for distribution. That is there purpose, to distribute 
it to customers. So, obviously the word storage has to have 
some commercial va lidity at a higher leve~ than grocery stores 
restaurants and soda fountains. You are not talkinq about a 
little operation where somebody has milk for themselves, where 
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seve r al people who own goats put t hei r milk i n t he r efrigera tol , 
'2 that's not storaqe. 
J THE COURT: What classification of storaqe has to 
·I have a permit? 
MR. LOWE: Judge, milk p lants, commercial opera-
6 tions and I certainly say to you I think these regulations 
7 could be drafted with much greater clarity; but milk plant, 
















are obviously -talking about here Judge, obviously when you 
look at the title for processing this is intended to be touch-
ing commerce, talking about tractor-trailers with milk tan~ 
i 
cars and that type of thing; and places where, like Montic~llo 
Dairy used to be down here, they would have all of these peopl 
come in and bring in the milk to be processed and so forth. Yo 
are not talking about my wife, you are not talking about Ms. 
Solem, you are not talking about the neighbor who holds the 
half a g~llon of milk. There is no way you can read that 
regulation that way to make any sense whatsoever. The law 
would lose all credibility, the Commonwealth would lose all 
credibility if the Court said everybody has got to have a 
permit to bring milk home from Kroger's and put it in their 
refrigerator. It can't be what that means and therefore you 
have either one or two tasks today Judge. · One is to say that 
that regulation is so uncertain in its meaning that it 
violates everybody's right to administrative due process and 
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it's unenforceable o r you hav e to construe it reasonab l y; and 
if you c o nstrue it reasona bly, when you see what is exempted 
3 you have to construe it as apply ing t o c ommercia l mi lk o pera-
tions where there will be large quan tities of milk a nd where 
5 you don't want to get spoilage and t h ings like t h at in commerc , 
6 of people that are sending it off f rom o n e place to another. 
7 If Your Honor passes on ruling that it's unen forceable because 
8 it's so vague and not susceptible to common understanding I 
9 think you hav e to construe it, having in mind the proviso of 















are of a more commercial nature than Christine Solem a nd if 
• i 
they are going to exempt those places then Christine Solemf . 
cannot possibly be contemplated within that regulation. 
With regard to the ownersh ip. Mr. Purcell reads 
from the Supreme Court opinion and he reads exactly _t h e part I 
would read to you and that does meet exactly what the Supreme 
Court said she would have to. Now, the point i n t hat case 
was t h e rental fee was ascribed to milk production had t o do 
with the fact that the milk was in t h e goat belonging to Ms. 
Solem, not because it was related in some way to t h e quantity 
of milk . Ms. Solem didn't say it rel a ted to the quantity of 
milk to begin with. She said it was a work unit, work milking 
the goats and so forth and the more milk that a qiv e n ~oat 
gives the more work there is to be compensated f o r and t here-
fore as a yard stick she uses the milk production becau se that 
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is in direct relation s hip t o the wo rk it takes. That i n no way ! 
I 
is ruled 9 n by the Supreme Court of Virginia. Judge, I know 
Your Honor has dealt enough with res judicata to know that the 
facts must be the same as well as the parties and the facts are 
5 not the same here. There was not even a claim that there was a 
6 Bill of Sale in that earlier case, there is not even a claim 
i that there was ownership to a part of the goat that passed, and 
B Mr. Purcell continues t o evade the one issue which t h e state 















goat and puts it on Christine Solem's farm and allows her to 
milk it and charge for the amount of milk that she gets out of 
f 
s 
that goat, as it relates to the amount of work, it's okay ~ sh 
owns a hundred percent of the goat but it's not okay if she 
only owns twenty-four percent of the goat. That does not make 
sense. That is not logical. The law can't possibly be that a 
hundred percent of the goat is okay but twenty-four percent of 
the goat is not. We are not dealing here with a securities 
issue and the state has simply taken an inconsistent position. 
What we have here is the people have used the law 
and devised a legal document which allows them to qet lawfully 
unpasteurized goat milk and they have stored their portion of 
the milk and milk products in Christine Solem's refri3erator 
until they pick it up and there is nothing wrong with that and 
it is not proscribed by the regulation and Christine Solem and 
these folks don't require a permit anymore than my wife does 
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- -------- - -----
to store t he milk in that ref rigera t o r. I s a y t o You r Honor 
that first of all, talk about the bu rdens, on the crossbill 
saying she has to have a permit to store milk they have the 
if 
7 0 
burden, / their regulations are so vague that it's not susceptib e 
of understanding then they have failed in their burden and I 
say that the Court should properly say that that regulation 
can't possibly mean what it literally says. and there is no way 
for the Court to construe it because there are no guidelines 
for that, except to say, if these commercial operations, like 
grocery stores and restaurants are exempted there is no way 
that some little people who have goats and want to put the mil 
f 
i 
in their refrigerator until somebody comes and picks it upt 
there is no way that that can be proscribed, or require a 
permit, when a grocery store and restaurant does not. I 
think for those reasons, Your Honor that we have carried, they 
have not carried the burden on their crossbill by any means. 
I think on the burden of showing that we are doing something 
lawful, my clients are lawfully obtain~ng milk from their own 
goats, or their own shared interest in goats, and it ought to 
be said, all right, you are doing it legally, you are doing it 
above board and the court is going to give you credit in that 
instance because you are following the law, we are going to 
allow you to do it. 
THE COURT: Mr. Purcell, are you intimating that 
under no circumstances may milk be stored prior to the time 
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1; it is distributed without a permit? 
I 
MR . PURCELL: May I try to answer your question 






















th i nk responds to his argument, and maybe it will answe r you r 
question . I think the Su preme Court has already s aid that 
this i s a commercia l operation and she i s storing it cornmer-
c i a l ly. That 's my sol e argument. I am not t rying to make a n y 
more of it than that. I t is not l ike a housewife, she is a 
commercial operation. 
THE COURT: So is Safeway. Safeway is a commercia 
ope ra t ion, I thi nk. 
• s 
MR. PURCELL : Yes, You r Honor, that ' s t rue. Tte 
fact i s that she i s the original producer. 
THE COURT : There is some other criteria that go 
i n to it then . I n order for stor·age , i n order for you to get a 
permit , that ' s what I am trying to get at . ~~at i s it that 
d i fferentiate s between the person that i s keeping mi l k in 
storage that has to get a permit and those who do not ? There 
must be some who need it and some who don't because obvi ously 
t here is some exceptions here provided t o grocery s tores , 
r estaurants and soda fountains; but not processed , that they 
be exempt f r om the requirements of these regulations. I think 
that that's the key word, not processed . . And , they are talkin 
about where milk is processed in some way by a person who 
stores it then you have to have a permit to store it. I f you 
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1 j: are doing something t o i t , ~roces sing it, t hen you have to 
have a permit to store it. That is what I glean f rom this, 
J that's why I am asking you the question. Why is it that some 
people need a permit and some don't, there must be some 
difference? The burden is on you to answer that, not on them 
6 MR. PURCELL: I understand . I believe they are 
7 storing it for further_ distribution, for human consumption 
8 and she is a commercial operation . 
9 THE COURT: Well , so is Safeway, so is the corner 
10 shop where I buy a milk shake. 
II MR. PURCELL: Those are all specifically excluded. ~ 
' 12 THE COURT: Why are they? t 
13 MR . PURCELL: Because their milk is pasteurized, 
14 Your Honor . 
IS THE COURT: Well , it doesn't say that. It says, 
16 grocery stores , soda fountains, restaurants, similar establ i sh 








served or sold for retail but not p r ocessed . Is she processin 
the milk? 
MR. PURCELL: I don't know beyond what she has 
testified here today, she puts it in bottles, she bottles it 
for them and gives it to them. 
THE COURT: Well, from the evidence I have here 
today the only process that she puts the mi lk t hrough is 
getting it from the goat and putting it in those glass 
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containers and putting it in storage until the owners can come ! 
2 and pick it uo. 
3 MR. PURCELL: We will concede that that's what is 
<+ done. 
5 THE COURT : I am going to go back to my little 
6 office here and digest this opinion and I'll be back with my 
i opinion. 
8 (Off record-Court in recess) 















THE COURT: I have reached a decision in this case 
I have reread the Supreme Court, the former Supreme Court 
• i 
decision in s. Mason Carbaugh, Commissioner of Agriculturefand 
Consumer Services, et al versus Christine Solem, which was 
decided April 29, 1983. 
In that decision the Court focused upon the issue 
of whether or not there was a sale. The Court said, on page 
four(4) of its decision, "the Regulation does not proscribe 
sale of the animal, it was sale of the milk." It says, "the 
violation with which respondent was charged was the sale of 
raw milk produced by the animal." It says, "it is immaterial 
that title to the goat never passed; title to the milk passed 
when respondent completed the act of delivery . Title to goods 
they are taking this quote from 8.2-401(1) and (2) of the Code 
of Virginia, says, title to goods passes in any manner and on 
any conditions explicitly agreed on by the parties at the time 
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and place a t which t h e se l ler c om? l etes his performance with 
::! reference to the physical delivery of the goods." Now , thev 
3 were talking about the milk. Then it says, "Since at least a 
~ portion of the price paid, i.e., the rental fee , was ascribabl 
~ to the value of the milk acquired, the transaction satisfied 















she wa s in violation of the regulation . 
So, now I have to analyze this transaction, this 
different method of transaction in the light of this decision. 
. under the present concept the goat is sold, and there has been 
,-
nothing to indicate to me that these sales were shams.;Obv~ous y 
..... -
' the different method is to get around the decision of the t 
Supreme Court ; but I can ' t condemn it for that reason alone~ 
I am no t going to condemn it for that reason alone. It is a 
question of whether or not it gets around the decision of the 
Supreme Court and whether the method is legal, is a legal 
method of doing what Ms . Solem wants to do; and( she has 
endeavored to sell an interest in a goat to people who want to 
.., 
consume raw mi l k and they payj - she also has a maintenance 
agr eement and the maintenance agreement is based n~t on the 
same method that was used previously, that is there is no 
purchase price of the milk, it's a maintenance fee for the · 
animal and there has to be some way o f establishing that 
maintenance of the animal and that's made on the work unit of 
milk produc~d by the animal that belon~s to the owner of the 
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animal which, the testimony I believe, wa s t h ree dollars per 
~ gallon, which is about one third of what the mi lk would cost 
1 of bought at retail in the store. That's the e vidence t hat 's 
before me and I hav e no evidence that's different from that. 
5 So, it appears to me that, looking at the material 
6 that was in the Supreme Court decision that I have referred to 
7 that we don't hav e a sale of the milk per se in this method 

















owner becomes entitl ed to a portion of the milk from that 
animal and the milk is delivered to the owner and a fee is 
charged for the maintenance of the animal. Title to the anima 
• 
' has passed to the owner and under t his section of the Codefit 
says that subject to these provisions and to the provision of 
the title secured transaction, title to goods passes from the 
seller to the buyer in any and on any condition explicitly 
agreed upon, agreed on by the parties; and here, when you look 
at the papers, there is no reservation of title as a security. 
There is, it is a security transaction in that the purchase 
price is secured b y a note and the note is of a specific amoun 
it has to be looked at as a Demand Note if the whole purchase 
price isn ' t paid; but in any e vent, there is no reserv ation of 
title in the seller. The title has passed and there is a 
security transaction. 
I therefore conclude that in this method now 
adopted by Ms . Solem, that there is not a sale of milk by her 
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but r a t her a del ive r y and t he re i s a charge for the maintenanc~ 
~ of the animal. 
3 With respe ct to the sto r age. I d on ' t find t hat 
·I Ms. Solem, from t h e evidence pres en ted, does a ny t h ing to the 
5 milk, other than milk the animal and refrigerate it in storage 
6 waiting for delivery to a customer. I therefore don't find 
7 that there is any evidence before me that would not put her 
8 in one of those exceptions as set f o rth in t h e r egulations 
9 that does not necessitate a permit to do that t ype of storage . 
10 I therefore find that she is not in v iolation of the regulatio 
I I of storing it just long enough to preserv e the milk for those l 
12 who want it stored in the refrigerator, or storing it outs~de 
13 of refrigeration for one customer. I don't find that t h ere is 
I~ ~ny violation of the regulations for that type of storage. 
lfi Prepare an order. 
16 MR. LOWE: Judge,having in mind t hat other people 
li for one reason or another may look at your opinion as it is 
IH 
transcribed, in the last moment or so o f what you said you 
19 
used the term Ms. Solem's customers and I don't want t hat to 
20 
be described as a finding ... 
21 
THE COURT: I a.n talking about customers who bough 
2~ 
animals from her, in that respect. Not· the customers, I find 
23 
specifically that under the present arran·g emen t she is not 
2-1 
selling milk and that is what the prohibition that was stated 
') -
.. .., 
in the opinion by the Supreme Court, that t h ere was a sale. I 
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MR . LOWE: Thank you very much, Judge . 
MR. PURCELL: Note our exception, Your Honor . 
THE COURT: All right. 
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SIRE'S SIRE T333548 
SIRE 
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l~M AR27 FS-82 CL27 




RIVANNA FARH•S lOUISE 
l~M AR26 
DATE OF BIRTH 
1/23/83 
TATTOO 







0 12383 *ANIMAL 18053028 1 A ~SIR.E 000330055 A ~OAM 180003856 A 
AMERICAN DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION ~
Under the rules of the Association 
Aller a Ilona lo thl t c.ertltlcale t•ctpt 11 I'Nidt by 
·~~"'"""·'-'""'~~··~ "6\s-·~ 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER 
I HAVE nilS DAY OF ______ 19 
SOLD TO -·--- ----------------
OF _ 
CITY STATE 
THE ABOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
056726-3 SOLEM, CHRISTINE 
OWNER ID. NAME 
·· - -··---- ----·------------,-,--






· ~ "' oy >cller. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY should lhon be ro lurned lo AOGA wllh opproptlolo 
ltl0'3ldiN. ~: .\.t 
~--:----------1 ~ OWNER (SELLER) SIGNATURE f 
# r 
.h~1L • · . '= ._. . :.· - .._ . ·::·· - - · .'·:· . ··.·· - - ., ...... · .............. .... .... .. ....... 
II 









_. _ _ .:;..:._ _____ .::. .. . - ·-- -~-=-~~ 
A 1'vf£~ _·AN DAIR Y GOA T ASSOl \ TION 
Formerly THE AMERICAN MILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCIATION. Since 1904 
SPINDALE, NORTH CAROLINA 28160 
~~o/~ 
PUREdRED NUBIAN 




++~B AR31 FS-90 CL27 
DAM N418367 
















I DAM'S SIRE N354088 
MUIRHILL POLLY•S ECLIPSE 
FS-90 CL2B 
DAM'S DAM N249938 
( CH SPOTWGOO TRICIA•S SARA 
BLACK WITH BRO~N ON. LEGS AND WHITE SPLASH ON HEAD 









DATE OF BIRTH 
4/18/83 
TATTOO 



























\ DHI~ 00041 83 6 7 N 
bJ 
NOS:~Q~B 041383 ~ANIMAL 000546397 N ~SIRE 000196397 N *DAM 
AMERICAN DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION l 
( 
Under the rules of the Association 
Atleretlon• to thla c:er111k:•t• ••cepl u made by 
the AOGA otllco, roncle< II NULL AND V~ 
~ '6\s·~ 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER ,,,,,,., .... ,,,,,, 
I HAVE THIS ---- DAY OF _ _ ____ 19 
SOLD TO ----------------- -
OF _ _ __ ~----------------
CITY STATE 
THE ABOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
05672b-3 SOLEM, CHRISTINE 
OWNER ID. NAME 
BUYER'S IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
,,,'' ... <::,~\ Assor:'•,, Ill 
... ' ~ ········· .. ~~ ', /~./~<::,'f.POR-4/·· .. ~\ , ·: ::;}:~ <d·. : ! 
~ : -~-~~~, ~-=~ 
~ ~ DEFENDANT'S II) 
~ i EXHIBIT ::::I -::-:-:-:-:-:-:::=-~---------11 # ( OWNER (SELLeR) SIGNATURE 
.·,.··.:·:·· - ..... ;.· .;_. ._.. . ,:.·. - - . ·.. - . ........ · .. ··,.· 
.. --~ --=--...;:-=---~- ·:-.r · 
o" 











Fonnerly THE AMERICAN MILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCIATION. Since 1904 
SP INDA LE, NORTH CAROLINA 28160 
~~o/9~ 
75% A~ER ICAN TCGGENJURG 
SATYKFIELD ESTELLE · NO.I,T540593 
7 !,; AT 
I SIRE'S SIRE 
T37167l ) DEwiTT NOLAN 
~C..CK2RIDG~ W~YN C: ) 
T333548 
I SIRE'S DAM T 351 qc;7P 




' ROCKcl RIDGE WAYNE 
SATYRFIELD DEEBIE J 
DAM'S DAM 
I THE SATYKFIELD GAIL 
l*M NOP AR26 
DESCRIPTION 





SOLE I~, CHRI 5 TINE 
056726-3 
DATE OF BIRTH 
7/15/84 
TATTOO 




























CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER \ \ \\\'I I I I I I I I I I I ' 
I HAVE THIS ---- DAY OF ______ 19 
SOLO TO-----------------
OF _ ___ -=~-------~=------
BUYER'S IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
,,'' ~~\ Ass0 '',, 
......... ~ ••• •••• •• (/4.,.'', 











! CITY STATE I ; THE ABOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
;' ~ / '-~~r 'Vf/: •• •. ~ '-:, :~:~ ~·. : 
~ : C'T.'il :;:: ) 
I I _ L5 6726-3 SOLEH, CHRI S TH. t: 
' r : OWNER 10. NAME 
: ~ when lhll amm~l es sold, CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER block mus1 De completed and signed T•""' by ullor. CERTIFICATE OF PEOIGREE should lhen be returned lo AOGA Wllh •ppropn•l• 
(/··~l'ln lransler IH. · : .. ,, ~ -1? . . 
,;,..·..,IJ:I~i . ... . - - .... 
·.···:·· 
.. -
•...... ·-- - ...... ,. 
-:z:: ~ ~ : DEFENDANT'S -:..,~ i · EXHIBIT 
=-==-=-:--::::-::-:-~:-:-::-=---------~-- :1 1t I 
OWNER (SELLER) SIGNATURE I 
- - - .. ·-
· ··:· ._. - _ .. _ . 
- ,.··:;:·· -
' ' :. ! 
• I 











Atv1E :AN DAIRY COAT ASSO A TION 
Formerly THE AMERICAN MILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCJA TICJN- Sines 1904 
SPINDALE, NORTH CAROLINA 28160 
crt~afc9'~ 
EXf'ERIP'.EI\\TAL 
SATYRFI ELO CHA TI ::R BA EY NO. t: 5405<;2 
59% AI'\ 50% AA 








AA 530i.6 1 
} SATY KFIELD RICHARD 
) 
I SIRE'S DAM N202i55 
1 BON-JON'S BOCMIN RE8~CCA 3::.M AR27 
I DAM'S SIRE A33G055 SKYLINe'S FREDA'S TRAP } ::.a 
DAM'S DAM AAC03856 
I SATYRFIELO KENDALL 
Z*M AR26 





:; G LC: :; , C H k I S T I N t: 
.)56726-3 
OWNED BY 
Suli::-i, CHRI STINE 
056726-3 6/24/d4 
DATE OF BIRTH 
6/24/84 
TATTOO 






























I : : 
1. 







A l~v ff 'CAN DAIR Y COAT ASSC !AT/ON 
Formerly THE AMERICAN MILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCIATION- Slnco 1904 
SPINDALE. NORTH CAROLINA 28160 i; ·y ' 102. 
Ctf~cl~ 
GOAT NAMED S~TYKFIELO JUDY 
SIRE 1':53C.217 
SATY~ FIELO 8KEWST~R 
:¢:8 






SIRE'S DAM N ZC'Z 155 
cON-JON'S BOOMIN REEECCA 
3:¢:M AR27 
DAM'S SIRE N246C56 
DAM N313240 aELLE TERRE LONGMAN'S REMUS 
SATYRFIELO CECI 
DAM'S DAM N 207 318 
FRGG~CCR CYNCIE'S CYSTINA II 
DESCRIPTION 





SGLC: l.i , CHKISTINE 
G56726-3 
OWNED BY 
SOLE117 CH KISTINc 
056726-3 4/01/3 4 
4.:;rM AR27 1 
DATE OF BIRTH 
TATTOO 
4/0 l/ Sit 







NC3:oo:~ C4G lf4 *ANIMAL CGC61Cl ci 3 N *SIRE 000530271 N •DA M GOC31324 G ·• 
•
·.· . . ~: .··. . AMERICAN DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION ~ 
" Under the ~ules of the Association 
• Allerailona lo lhla cenllk:o to ucepl • • made by 
,~.,c•,,~. ,..a,""""~· 'ff""'-' '6\r ~ 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER 
I HAVE THIS - ---- DAY OF ______ 19 
SOLD TO ----------------------·-------------
OF -----~------------------csn s TATE: 
THE ABOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
~ 56726-3 SOLEM, CHRISTINe 





I - when thll 1n1mal •• sold. CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER block muat be completed •nd tlfiJned (--;=-' by •oller. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY •hould lhon be retumod to AOGA wllh appropriate -#: r 
( ····:·:·.-, lranaler tee, • 





A1\ IEf -:AN DAIRY GOAT ASSOr ; T/ON 
Formerly TH E AMERICAN M ILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCIA TION - Since 1904 
SPINDALE, NORTH CAROLINA .28160 
Ccf~a/~ 
PURc ER EO i\UEIA~ 
SATY RFIELD PU t\ CH NO. N610182 
SIRE'S SIRE N412315 
SIRE N 530 211 SATYKFIELC RIC HAR D 
SATYRFIELD 8?. tw$TER 
*a 
SIRE'S DAM N20215~ 
EON-JON'S cOCMI N RES~ CCA 
3:¢M AR27 




~ I DAM N 373 .: 4 0 EELLE TERR ~ LONG ~AN ' S REMUS 




I . . 
I ! 
DAM'S DAM N 2013 7 8 
FRGG~OOR CY NCIE'S CYSTINA II 
4*M AR27 
; ( ' DESCRIPTION 
. ( 










DATE OF BIRTH 
4/01/ 8 4 
TATTOO 
Rt SCV Lt: V3 








NGS : * CJ ~ C40 184 *A N IMAL OOC610 1 8 2 ~ :¢ SIRE OOC53C2 71 ~ *CAM C00 313 2 4C N 




= -~ Under the rules of the Association , 




~<00,.,b, •-" '"U'"0 '  ~-~ 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER 
I HAVE THIS ---- DAY OF ______ 19 
SOLD TO --- ---------------
OF --------~----------------------------
CITY S TA TE 
THE ,\BOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
05 6126-3 SOLEM, CHRISTI Ne 
OWNER ID. NAME 
BUYER'S IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
,,,,, ... .... ,,,,,, 
,,'' ~to.\ Ass0 ' ' ,, "1 
,,' ~ •• • • • • • • • C/A ',, ' 
' =' .. .. "'f/. , 
-' ~ ••• ~~POR-4 • •• :.0 '-:. 
= ~ ... ~r.; ~ ... ~ -:. ~ C) · ~ o. : 
~ : _!:"~ 1 ' : z: ) 
-- ~ DEFENDANT'S !:tj 
I
I EXHIBIT , :: j 
.:::j:::t: r ~ 
. .... · _ _ . ~,. _ _ ~o-:-:-.~:-:-,~=-=E-=R.....,(~s-=-EL:-:L-=~=.:-.~ -:-IG,_N...,..~-=T=-u-.. ~-=,.~,_-_-_-_.. · .. , .. · ~: 
.··.·,.' - .. · ~-
,')--'-"' 
17 r 1 
~ ~ ! . 
I 
AME. =AN DA IR Y GOAT ASSO L\TION 
Formerly THE AMERICAN MILK GOAT RECORD ASSOCIATION- Since 1904 
SPINDALE, NORTH CAROLINA 28160 
~~o/9~ 
I THE EXPERIMENTAl 
l( I GOAT NAMED SATYRFIELD JEAN NO. E530276 
5~ AT 
SIRE'S SIRE 1 








SIRE'S DAM N329666 
SATYRFIElD BRENDA 
DAM'S SIRE T377671 
DAM T~72865 ROCKBRIDGE WAYNE 
SATYRFIELO BUNNY 
DAM'S DAM T29"5 777 
SKYLINE•S KUPKAKES CANOY 
DESCRIPTION 










DATE OF BIRTH 
7/18/83 
TATTOO 







' ( OHIA NOS:;OQB 071883 ~ANIMAL 000530276 E ~SIRE 000384923 . N vOAH 000472865 T 
(. 
( , 
i;J AMERICAN DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION Under the rules of the Association Alter a Ilona to lh le c:enlllcate UOI'PI •• mAd-e by 
the AOGA o llk:e . render II NUll ANO VOID '0-s·~ 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER 
I HAVE THIS ---- DAY OF ___ ___ _ 19..___ _ 
SOLD TO ----------- ----
OF ----- ----------------
ciTY STATE 
THE ABOVE NAMED DAIRY GOAT. 
056726-3 SOLEM• CHRISTINE 
BUYER'S IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
\\ \'' l "lt I I I I I II 
,,,'' ~tt-1 Ass0 '•,, 
,' ~ ....... VA ', 
...... ..l. •• •• ••• -(,1: "'.~, 
-' ~ .· ~~P0{4 · .. ~ -:. :~ ... _,_~ ~ ... ~-:. -«:::~ · ~ <:). : 
: : £"11""'1 i I' ~ - :: 
OWNER ID. NAME 
,7,' ~;~,~~::;~ c~~:t1F11~~~~· g;APT~61t~~~~ ~~~~dA~h~~E~• b~~~~,:~~~~ :eA~~"':I!~i~ :;:,~~~~.~~ 
' .. :·:·.~tt.;~ transfer IM. ' 
\,;::.J . ..f?- • . : ..... -- ·- ,........... - ~ .. , ..... ,. - - ' ··:·. -
\ ~ : DEFENDANT'S 
, I EXHIBIT 
-:-:-:-:::: -:-=~-::c--::~~=-=----1,, i ;rf,c 
OWNER (SELLER) SIGNATURE I 
.. -- - - ...... .......... - - .. ·~· 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfie l d Farm 
hereby sells to Lo.LL-r' 21 Do.u 1 • f a Q.. 14/a 
---'------16, ... ! 
interest in goat number fZ=f118~i . ' of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
f0;: $ lJtJ .Do 
<J -L U Chr~siTne So'lem 
~ PROMISSORY NOTE 
9(. . The undersigned promises t? pay Christine Solem at 
Sa~~field Farm, the sum of$ fO , a~ · with interest at 
8% until paid. This. note is secured py the maker's interest 
iP-~ -e 
ir. goat number~ ;.t12.$t. l of the Satyrfield Farm herd . 
Make~d.~ -=-




The u~dersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
-[.-.tt 
numberE~1J~0/ agrees that Christine Solem sha l l perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including ieeding, 
hc~sing , milking, cheese making, butt~r making , veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned . 
~ DEFENDANT'S I EXHIBIT 
i .fta 
.. 
3 ILL OF SALE 
Christin e So lem, trading as Saty rfield Farm 
hereby sells to k. 21 i /1 A,p.di 4-c "" 5 a l~'l~_io __ _ 
"{ .. "' 
interest in goat nwnber &lf12 $iLL , of the Saty r field Farm herd 
for $ 5'{) . DD 
Chr~ st~ne Solem 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Sa~yrfield Far m, the swn of $ ~Q, 6 0 , wi~h interest at 
8% unti l pa i d . This note is secured b y the maxer •s interest 
~ .... < 
in goat number E Lf118~ / of the Satyr field Fan\ herd . 
Makert1¥L~ .YJ~ 
MAINTENANCE AGREE!1ENT 
The· undersigned purchaser of an intt!rest in goat 
1".;).., ... '( 
nu,nber t;"'/71UI agrees that Christine So l em sha~l perform all 
ma~ntenance s ervices on said goat , including =eeding , 
housing , milking, cheese making , butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which , fro m 
ti~e to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned. 
~ DEFENDANT'S 
I EXHIBIT 
~ ftcl. I 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine So lem , trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to l;,,t(7 j,o-rn.eL a ..:.;_l-4-'(_01_~--
interest in goat number N_fJ;:;J..Jrf' '· of the Saty rfield Farm herd 
/. 
for $ /Dr6() 
Christ~ne Solem 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ $'1P ,()0 with interest at 
8% until paid . This note is secured by the maker ' s interest 
t;~.~.<-i~ '!... • : 
in goat numberN1o ·J.ti( of the Satyrfield Farm herd. 
Date:~ 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
. The undersigned purc haser of an interest in goat 
numberN e'tJ/r;{ agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat , including feeding, 
housing , milking, cheese making , butter making, veter inary 
expenses, and other maintenance expe~ses, for which , from 
t~me to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for ~ervice s to be paid by the 
, 
~ · DEFENDANT'S i EXHIBIT i 1fd-
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to '".::rf'rclL GA- LL.-4-6-HE.L:: a J.4 °/~ l;a.;J<'f =--:...... __ _ 
interest in goat number tJ ').{)1/$)-of the Sa tyrf ield Farm herd 
I 
for $ za.&a 
criStiile Solem~ 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of S~$-~~~·~C~?O~· ____ __ with interest at 
8% ~ntil paid. This note is secured by the maker's interest 
Ov.:.ll.j 




in goat number N_1b).b ~- of the Satyr£ ield Farm herd. 
MakeC0~6~c;L 
I q s-~-J 
• 
MAINTENANCE AGREE~lliNT 
· The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
;;...,1<'1 .-
numberN·1C1lr; agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance service~ o n said goat , including feeding , 
housing, milkin~ , cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned. 
DEFENDANT'S 1 EXHIBIT 
3 TECh 
~ 
3 ILL OF S.~LE 
~hristine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
~ . . 
htl!:eby sells to LouV\ 1>,-)"l?r a J. ~.-/ 0/o 
CJc,Ak'f 
i nterest in goat number&T1L lilt'z"";" of the Satyr field Farm herd 
f or $ 2't?. ~() 
Chr ist1ne Sol~m 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Sol em at 
SaL yrfield Farm, the sum of $ £(1.t2t2 , with interest at 
8 % until paid . This note is secured by the maker's i nteres t 
. 
i n goat number &I'tla <jJi,fo£ the Satyrfield 
H~ker: 
Date: 
MAI NTENANCE AGREEME NT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest 1n goat 
nu!llber[;T~' <;rj?}ag rees that Christine So l em shall perfom all 
ma intenance services on said goat , inGluding f~eding , 
housing , milking , cheese making, butter mak ing, veterinary 
ex~enses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
t iw.; to time, Christine Solem may ch~rge a reasonable fee 






BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to Micho.../ £. ·J?..o.se.. a2-::....t..:..._/d_YrJ _ _ 
P~rotl _'} 
interest in goat nwnberl7-T '/i. flit<( of the Satyr field Farm herd 
for $ s-'c1, (){) 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the stim of $ r-~, O() , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured qy the maker's interest 
Pt)tt1i4 'j 






Date: u,::.J :2 0. /18~/ 
I 
MAINTENANCE A~REEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
Do,¢1Jt'} 
numbe1f-Tit8J,(agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding, 
housing, milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses , and other maintenance expenses, for which , from 
time to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 




BILL OF s ;..L.:: ,--:, ;( ~ I I { ... . 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfiel d. Farm 
1/_ • n a :. LJ ol ht..:eby sells to f't4-t l "''"""'£ "'a'l-t S" ~ ]_ if' 
frT~~SI/il~ 
in~erest in goat number pP~t~y, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
f .~-= s c;o .{)0 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Sa~yrfield Farm, the sum of $ $:6. ~L) with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the maker•s . interest 
G-Tlf i.l %'1"~ 
in goat number rle-r.l?z{ of the Satyr£ ield Farm herd. 
Haker: , .Lu1-tv2Q C{b.,;f.eJ 
Date: <; ~t I> f9r[ 
I 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
f7rnof~ -j 
nL .. nber G-T"/b~4,9fgrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding , 
hcusing , milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which , from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable f e e 




BILL OF SALE 
j"-· .. ~ ' I 12 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfiel d Farm 
here!Jy sells to /lf11, c/ f-tg . .J)te!lf<JCt/ a .;..., Lj o/~ 
1'>111.~} 
interest in goat number ""(1.i(i ,·(b ., of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
../. 
for $ C.,tJ -60 
DateP I 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned p romi ses to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ f{)tt;O , with interest at 
8% until paid . This ~ote is secured by the maker ' s interest 
-r, dd i ~ "' 
in go at number 11716lf} of the Satyrfield Farm herd. 
t-1aker:/~ 
Date: ~ '2-~ tf/j 
MAINTENANCE AGREEME NT 
Thy undersigned purchaser of an 
t:·~eLs~ 
interest in goat 
n~mberJ,:~1f6i}agrees that Christine Sqlem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding , 
housing, milking, cheese making , butter making, veterinary 
~· 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned . 
--rt-=~----"....::;..__---tl ; DEFENDANT'S 
EXHIBIT 
:l=ed 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to {dji},J a{)~ a 2=-:....i-f_0/._~ __ [;IT;r.,~J.l ,·,L._ 
i nterest in goat numberT-)'712'/}, · of ·the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ tj"!J - ~u 
Chrl.st~ne Solem 




The undersigned promises to pay Chr1stine Solem at 
Sa·:yrf ield Farm, the sum of $ 1_.0 , t)/) , w1~h interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the ma~er 's interest 
Ti v/l..L i • L_ · . 




The undersigned purchaser of an inte r e st in goat 
Ti"U l,.r~ 
nu.nberT-; 72.Vi} agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
rna~ntenance services on said goat, including feeding, 
housing, milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
ex~enses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 







BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrf i eld Farm 
a ;;.j o /1) 
Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ li/J ,t)l) 
tL ~1l ~ ~tine Solem 
~r. 2. 
Date ~ I 19?11 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ £0 ,110 , with interest at 
8% until paid. This . note is secured by the maker's interest 
P.e-!.1>; ~ 
in goat numberf-If1lf$f"1/of the Satyrfie l d Farm herd. 
t-1aker:~ 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
lie.~~.· c 
number~]Qtff1agree s that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat , including feeding , 
housing, milking , cheese making , butter making, veterina r y 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reaso nable fee 







BILL OF SALE ~ . " ' I 15 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to Cl 16~4 D. 5;, ~~4 ?\,2 a 2=._Lif_0_~~---
P~~k-'(. 
interest in goat numbe~1}-11~i~, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ g, 120 
cnrt;e. _;._lt j,t._, 
C r stine Solem 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyr field Farm, the sum of $ f6 .(JtJ , with · interest at 
8% unti l paid. Thi~ note is secured by the maker 's interest 
P~l:>h;'C 
in goat number G-TfZ"/91/0f the Satyrfield Fam herd. 
X" . f\ 0 . 




The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
De-b~.·<=-
number~1)J~a~agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding , 
housing, milking , cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and ot her maintenance expenses, fo~ which, from 
time to time , Christine Solem may charge a reaso nable fee 
for services to be paid by the undersigned. 
• 
• 
I ' • 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, tfading as Satyrfield Farm 
ht:reby sells to L (/ 1'-s: G D rz --e:...a/ez a 2~0h 
~tdv;.; ~ 
ir.L:erest in goat nwnberAAfi618'4 , of the Saty rfield Farm herd 




' PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $-+91~~~·~6.~0~------ ' with interest at 
s ~ until paid. This note is secured by the make r •s interest 
&t~'V"'I ;c 
i11 goat numberlfl'tfjO.Z.~ of the Satyrfield 
Naker: 
Date: 0 "f, 
MAINTENANCE AGREEME NT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goa t 
tr t'dl.l'lt't 
n wmbeJ?4A~"'A2lj0 agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feed ing, 
huu sing, milking, cheese making, butter making, vete r in·ary 
e~ penses, and other maintenance expenses , fo~ which, from 
t~me to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 




BI LL OF SALE 
,, , ~ ~ ·' I I 7 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells toL,.,~, 7 -15icp"L..,.-e 'j4...,-.1c:v a JJi"/o 
~ ....... il.., 1•-< 
int~rest in goat numberAAf~DZ~~, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 




The undersigned promises to pay Christ i ne Solem at 1 ; 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ fO~IJO , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is"secured by the maker's interest 
t""""J-1~1 Tr .... -e in goat numberA4f"761~c... of the Satyr field Farm herd. 
Maker: 1.-. 0 :; c:ss • 
Date: ~r 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
C.," .. A1 T,·..,.-c 
numbel:j£4f1t? 2~-z...agrees that Chris tine Solem shall per form all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding, 
housing, milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be p&id by the undersigned. 
y 
i 
BILL OF Sh.L2 
Christine Solem , trading as Satyrfield Fa rm 
hereby sells to L-o"''~ r S+-.Lphc4 1 , ·e Tao., -v- a 1 ~ t)lo 
La ..... ·5C. 1 
interest in goat nwnber&-A6o:f{UJ·, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ 5J.> , 00 




The undersigned promisei to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the swn of $ ro ' Q/) , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is 9ecured by the maker 's interest 
Lvw..i >e 
in goat numberG-Aoo •fiUZ of the Satyrfield Farm herd. ·~~~~ 
Maker: (I~ 9rJ. ~t 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
number agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including f e eding, 
housin9. , milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, f o r which , from 
time to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable f ee 
f o r s ervices to be paid by the undersig ned. 
,» ~ m. ~~l 
; • 11 I IS 
--oe::::::;;:;;z......~...t..~....._a.~~:__-J ~ DEFENDANT'S 
j EXHIBIT fila 
BILL OF SriLE 
Christi ne Solem , t radi ng as Saty rfield Farm 
';( /J . /7 
hereby sells to ~,.~ a )~'/~ 
7 AA s--;o l ~ 1/ -"------
interest in goa t numbereo ... ~i~T T; .. (J of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ t:;O.!JIJ 
Chr~st~ne Solem 
Date r•, I 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at I i 
Satyrf ield Farm, the sum of $ .7"0, ()~ 
8% until paid. This note is secured by 
, with interest at j 
the maker's interest 
,4 A f''Jo).. ~ '- . 




A _ The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goa t IH )0:2~ 1. 
number/" __ j,..,., r.- agrees that Chr istine So lem· shall perform all 
....,. , ~.l 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding , 
housing, milking, cheese making , butter making, veterinary 
expenses , and other maintenance expenses, for wh ich, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a r easona ble fee 




BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to (3 u 7 , - 'i \ }.2.1 "~ r { a 1""'_.4'--~._y_,_. _ _ F r<'-v "-t! i ..._ ~ 
interest in goat number N2712Yf, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 




The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ fQ ,/)~ with interest at 
8% until paid. _This note is secured by the maker's interest 
f- r .t-->.& ,-.... -< 
in 'Joat number('/}12131 of the Satyrfield Farm herd. 
Date: 7;_). '2..... 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
_ The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
F~..,_~;~--,: 
number N_·)ZJ231 agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat , including feeding , 
housin~~ milking, cheese making, butter mak~ng, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for _which , from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
for services to be pa i9 by the undersigned. 
y -~ ~tc ~-;:..,_~---.. 
..: DEFENDANT'S J EXHIBIT 
I tt~ 
.BILL OF s.;LE 
~~: )1 ! J ~~ 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to 5-fc2v c c;fzu}b./4 L, £- a J.'i 0/.a 
U.\) /J; 'f' 
interest in goat numberAAf;v~; , of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ 51J, r20 
j . J. 
I Date 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrf ield Farm, the sum of $ £/) ,tJt) , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the maker 's interest 
wo/2,· (" 
in goat numberfttti712:1~/ of the 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
C .. "CJ/2,· e 
numberA//f')a:Zfr/ agrees that Christine Solem shall p e rform all 
maintenance services on said goat , including feeding, 
housing , milking , cheese making , butte r making, veterinary 
expense s, and other maintenance expenses , for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 






BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem , trading as Satyrfield Farm 
' ( h a 2 u ~A" hereby sells to vv.~1 l1Y ,I'>·M s .L Lr.L 
UJJ/ i 1:. .. 
interest in goat munberAA(16Zii l, of··}he Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ 7?J . Q!) 
Christine So l em"' 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ [d . tJ{) , with interest at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the maker•s intere st 
c..~~-·/2; ~ 




The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
uo/~r'--c 
number;hAf?a2~/agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feed ing, 
housing , milking , cheese making, butter making, ve t erinary 
expenses , and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine So l em may charge ct reasonable fee 
for services to be pai~ by t he undersigneu. 





BILL OF s.;;.LE 
Christine Solem , trad ing as Satyrfield Farm 
her0by sells to !le.ui. IRatiLIA~tS Ra#D€, IH:. "YivGS~ INC- a 11../"/., 
-'------f ... ~>1 Go'\-< 
int~rest in goat nwnber /'./17211'1 , of t he Satyr field Farm herd 





The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm , the swn of $ t;r) . (J b with interest at 
8 % until paid . This note is secured by the maker's interest 
F.,~ .. " i ... -< 
in goat number N11'}1'1C( of the Satyrfield .Fam herd. 
Date: 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
f=;"~~;' t 
m :..n_ber rJ}Tl219 agrees that Christine Solem s hall perform all 
ma~ntenance services on said goat , including feeding , 
ho..1sing 1 milking, cheese making 1 butter making, veterinar~y_-------
ex~enses , and o ther maintenance expenses , for which , fro 
time t o time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fe 
for services to be paid by the undersigned . 
: DEFENDANT'S 
I EXHIBIT f!R 
-
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Fa r m 
her e by sells to !l.'v./a.·T.<.J M. /} , f2-l-/Ytoh 
' t("'--.4. 
a 
in t ~ rest in goat nwnberAA60J&;?, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ ![0, fJO 





The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ $":11, 60 with interest at 
8 % until paid. This note is secured by the maker's interest 
ti.-s...'"'-b'-. 
in goat number AA-~/.1/SIJ of the Satyrfield Farm herd. 
Haker/<~~ 
Date: r _{ .I 2grl. f./ 
. 7 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
a~...,o.. 
nu:nberAAC t0t8()d.grees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance serv ices on said goat, including feeding, 
housing, milk ing, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time, Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
,..---~ for services to be paiq. by the unders igned. ~ DEFENDANT'S 
i. EXHIBIT X~f*<Z 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield Farm 
hereby sells to a '). ~ cjtJ 
interest in goat the Satyrf ield Farm herd 
for $ ro.otJ 
. ChrlSt.lne Solem 
/1-
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of $ f"J ,(){) with interest at 
8 % until paid . This note is secured by the maker 's interest 
("1'11'~.(1 ..... -< 
in goat number N11"SI- 1Cf of the Satyrf iel 
Date: ~ ..... c. 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
P,.c:L..u: : .. 'Q1e undersigned p urchaser of an interest in goat 
1\1_!;1}21'1 number~ agrees that Christine So l em shall perform all 
main t e nance services o n said goat, including feeding , 
housing , milking, cheese making , butter making , veterinary 
~· 
expenses , and other maintenance expenses, for which , from 
time to time, Christine Solem may cha rg e a reasonable fee 





i' EXHIBIT ftt¢ 
BILL OF SALE 
Christine Solem, trading as Satyrfield fur~ 
hereby sells to Al[:d tz 5"ai~4 ... a a 1t.Jd/;J 
4-""~~ 
interest in goat number,AAtiO/S',d, of the Satyrfield Farm herd 
for $ U) .()!J 
Christine Solem 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The undersigned promises to pay Christine Solem at 
Satyrfield Farm, the sum of$ ?""O~oa , with intere~t at 
8% until paid. This note is secured by the maker's interest 
C( ... >'tc:::-l. • • 
in goat number AM0/<80 of the Satyrfield Farm herd . 
Date: Je, > {. 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 
The undersigned purchaser of an interest in goat 
4::"t\.'O\~ 
numberAA601M agrees that Christine Solem shall perform all 
maintenance services on said goat, including feeding, 
housing, milking, cheese making, butter making, veterinary 
expenses, and other maintenance expenses, for which, from 
time to time , Christine Solem may charge a reasonable fee 
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VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
AND CONSUMER SERVICES 
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE PRODUCTION, 
PROCESSING AND SALE OF GRADE "A" PASTEURIZED 
MARKET MILK AND GRADE "A" PASTEURIZED MARKET 
MILK PRODUCTS AND CERTAIN MILK PRODUCTS . 
INTRODUCTION 
Under the authority of Section 3.1-530.1 through Section 3.1-530.9, 
code of Virginia (1950) as Amended (1970, c 49) hereby promulgates these 
Rules and Regulations Governing the Production, Processing, and Sale of 
Grade "A" Pasteurized Market Milk and Grade .. A" Pasteurized Market 
Milk Products and Certain Milk Products. 
REGULATION I 
INTENT, SCOPE AND INTERPRETATION. 
A. The Virginia State Board of Agriculture and Consumer Services 
hereby finds and declares that a uniform regulation is needed to 
govern the production, processing, labeling and distribution of 
Grade "A" Market Milk, Grade "A" Market Milk Products, and 
certain Milk Products within the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
This regulation relating to Grade "A., Market Milk, Grade .. A" 
Market Milk Products, and certain Milk Products shall be appli-
cable throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia and shall be 
enforced on a statewide basis. Products produced, processed or 
manufactured in accordance with the provision of these regula-
tions may be sold in all counties, cities and towns in this State and 
shall not be subject to regulation, by ordinance or otherwise, 
supervision or inspection of any political subdivision wherein the 
products are produced, processed, manufactured or sold. 
B. No regulation shall be adopted and construed so as to prohibit the 
sale within the State of any product which is produced outside of 
the State under laws or regulations of the exporting state or 
political subdivision thereof which are substantially equivalent to 
these regulations, and which are enforced with equal effectiveness 
in the opinion of the Virginia State Department of Agriculture 
and Consumer Services and/ or State Health Department. 
C. Unless otherwise provided by State law or regulatioAs of the 
Virginia State Board of Agriculture and Consumer Services these 
Regulations shall be interpreted and enforced where applicable in 
accordance with the Administrative Procedures contained in the 
Grade "A .. Pas1eurized Milk Ordinance-1978 Recommenda1ions 
of the Uni1ed States Public Health Service and the Food and Drug 
Administration, 1979 Edition, a certified copy of which shall be 
on file in the office of the Dairy Inspection Program of the 
Virginia State Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services. 
D. These. regulations define milk and certain milk products, milk 
producers, pasteurization, etc.; prohibits the sale of adulterated 
and misbranded market milk, market milk products, and certain 
milk products; requires permits for the sale of market milk, 
market milk products, and certain milk products; regula!es the 
inspection of dairy farms and milk plants, and the examination, 
labeling pasteurization, distribution and sale of milk and milk 
products; provides for the construction of future dairy farms and 
milk plants, the enforcement of these regulations, and the fixing of 
penalties. 
REGULATION II 
DEFINITIONS AND STANDARDS OF IDENTITY. 
As used in thes.: regulations unless the context clearly requires 
otherwise: 
A. "Milk" is the whole, fresh, clean lacteal secretion obtained by the 
complete milking of one or more healthy cows, excluding that 
obtained before and after calving, for such a period as may be 
necessary to render the milk practically colostrum free, which 
contains not less than 8;.4 percent milk solids-not-fat and not less 
than 3Y4 percent milk fat. 
B. "Goat Milk" is the lacteal secretion, practically free from colos-
trum, obtained by the complete milking of healthy goats. The 
word "milk" shall be interpreted to include goat milk. 
C. ..Market Milk" is milk which contains not less than three and 
twenty-five one hundredths percent milk fat and not less than 
eight and twenty-five one hundredths percent solids-not-fat when 
sold, offered for sale, distributed or dispensed to the consumer for 
·human consumption. Market milk may be standardized. 
D. ..Milkfat or Butterfat" is the fat of milk. 
E. ..Cream" is the sweet, fatty liquid separated from milk, with or 
without the addition of milk or skim milk, which contains not less 
than 18 percent milkfat. 
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F. Light Cream, Coffee Cream, or Table Cream" is cream which 
contains not less than 18 percent but less than 30 percent milkfat. 
G. "Whipping Cream" is crea m which contains not less than 30 
percent milkfat. 
H. "Light Whipping Cream" is cream that contains not less than 30 
percent but less than 36 percent milkfat. 
I. "Heavy Cream or Heavy Whipping Cream" is cream which con-
tains not less than 36 percent milkfat. 
J. "Whipped Cream" is whipping cream inro which air or gas has 
been incorporated. 2 
K. "Whipped Light Cream, Coffee Cream. or Table Cream" is light 
crea m. coffee cream, or table cream into which air or gas has been 
!ncorporated .2 
L. "Sour Cream or Cultured Sour Cream" is a fluid or semi-fluid 
cream resulting from the souring by lactic acid producing bacteria 
or similar culture, of pasteurized cream, which contains not less 
than 0.5 percent acidity expressed as lactic acid. Sour cream 
contains not less than 18 percent milkfat; except that when the 
food is characterized by the addition of nutritive sweeteners or 
bulky flavor ing ingredients, the weight of the milkfat is not less 
than 18 percent of the remainder obtained by subtracting the 
weight of .w ch optional ingredients from the weight of the food; 
l•ut in no case does the food contain less than 14.4 percent 
;nilkfat.1 
L-1 "A cid!(ied Sour Cream .. results from the souring of pasteurized 
cream with safe and suitable acidifiers with or without addition of 
lactic acid producing bacteria. Acidified sour cream contains not 
less than 18 percent milkfat; except that when the food is charac-
terized by the addition o.f nutritive sweeteners or bulky flavoring 
ingredients. :he weighr.of the milk fat is nor less than 18 percent of 
the remainder obtained by subtracting the weight of such optional 
ingredients f rom the weight of the food; but in no case does the 
(ood contain less than 14.4 percent milkfat. Acidified sour cream 
nasa titratable acidity of not less than 0.50 percent. calculated as 
lactic acid.2 
M. ''Half-and-Half' is a product consisting of a mixture of milk and 
r.ream which contains not less than I 0.5 percent milkfat.l 
N. "Sour Half-and-Half or Cultured Half-and-Hatr' is fluid or semi-
fluid ha lf-and-half derived from the souring, by lactic acid pro-
ducing bacteria or similar culture, of pasteurized half-and-half, 
which contains not less than 0.50-percent acidity expressed as 
lactic acid.l 
N-1 "Acidified Sour Half-and-Half" results from the souring of pas-
teurized half-and-half with safe and suitable acid((iers, and with 
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or without addition of lactic acid producing bacteria. Acidified 
sour half-and-half contains not less than 10.5 percent milkfat; 
except that when the food is characterized by the addition of 
nutritive sweeteners or bulky flavoring ingredients, the weight of 
milkfat is not less than 10.5 percent of the remainder obtained by 
subtracting the weight of such optional ingredients from the 
weight of the food; bur in no case does the food contain less than 
8.4 percent milk fat. Acidified sour half-and-half has a titrarable 
acidity of not less than 0.5 percent, calculated as lactic acid.2 
0. "Reconstituted or Recombined Milk and Milk Products" shall 
mean milk or milk products defined in these Regulations which 
result from the recombining of milk constituents with potable 
water.2 
P. "Concentrated Milk" is a fluid product, unsterilized and unswee-
tened, resulting from the removal of a considerable portion of the 
water from milk, which, when combined with potable water, in 
accordance with instructions printed on the container, results in a 
product conforming with the standards for milkfat and solids-
not-fat of milk as defined above. 2 
Q. "Concentrated Milk Products" shall be taken to mean and to 
include homogenized concentrated milk, vitamin D concentrated 
milk, concentrated skim milk, fortified concentrated skim milk, 
concentrated lowfat milk, fortified concentrated lowfat milk, con-
centrated flavored milk, concentrated flavored milk products, 
and similar concentrated products made from concentrated milk 
or concentrated skim milk, and which, when combined with 
potable water in accordance with instructions printed on the 
container, conform with the definitions of the corresponding milk 
products in these Regulations. 2 
R. "Frozen Milk Concentrate" is a frozen milk product with a com-
position of milkfat and milk solids-not-fat in such proportions 
that when a given volume of concentrate is mixed with a given 
volume of water the reconstituted product conforms to the milk-
fat and milk solids-not-fat requirements of whole milk. In the 
manufacturing process. water may be used to adjust the primary 
concentrate to the final desired concentration. The adjusted prim-
ary concentrate is pasteurized, packaged, and immediately frozen. 
This product is stored, transported, and sold in the frozen state. 2 
S. "Skim Milk or Nonfat Milk" is milk from which sufficient milkfat 
has been removed to reduce its milkfat content to less than 0.50 
percent. Vitamin A shall be present in such quantity that each 
quart oft he food contains not less than 2.000 International Units.2 
T. "Lowfat Milk" is milk from which a sufficient portion of milkfat 
has been removed to produce a food having one ofthefollowing 
milkfat contents; lf2• I. 1 lj2, or 2 percent. Vitamin A shall be 
present in such quantity that each quart of the food contains not 
less than 2,000 International Units.2 
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U. "Vitamin D Milk and Milk Products" are milk and milk products, 
the Vitamin D content of which has been increased by an 
approved method to at least 400 International Units per quart.2 
V. "Fortified Milk and Milk Products" are milk and milk products 
other than Vitamin D milk and milk products, the vitamin and/ or 
mineral content of which have been increased by a method and in 
an amount approved by the State Regulatory Authority.2 
W. "Homogenized Milk" is milk which has been treated to insure 
breakup of the fat globules to such an extent that, after 48 hours of 
quiescent storage at 45°F., no visible cream separation occurs on 
the milk, and the fat percentage of the top I 00 milliliters of milk in 
a quart, or of proportionate volumes in containers of other sizes, 
does not differ by more than 10 percent from Che fat percentage of 
the remaining milk as determined after thorough mixing. The 
word "milk" shall be interpreted to include homogenized milk.2 
X. "Flavored Milk or Milk Products" shall mean milk and milk 
products as defined in these Regulations to which has been added 
a flavor and/ or sweetener.2 
Y. "Eggnog Flavored Milk" is a milk product consisting of a mixture 
of at least 3.25 percent butterfat, at least 0.5 percent egg yolk 
solids, sweetener, and flavoring. Emulsifier and a maximum of .5 
percent stabilizer may be added. 
z. "Eggnog" is a milk product consisting of a mixture of milk or milk 
product of at least 6.0 percent butterfat, at least 1.0 percent egg 
yolk solids, sweetener, and flavoring. Emulsifier and not over 0.5 
percent stabilizer may be added. 
AA. "Buttermilk" is a fluid product resulting from the manufacture of 
butter from milk or cream. It contains not less than 8\4 percent of 
milk solids-not-fat.2 
BB. "Cultured Buttermilk" is a fluid product resulting from the sour-
ing, by lactic acid producing bacteria or similar culture, of pasteu-
rized skim milk or pasteurized lowfat milk.l 
CC. "Cultured Milk or Cultured Whole Milk Buttermilk" is a fluid 
product resulting from the souring, by lactic acid producing bac-
teria or a similar culture, of pasteurized milk.2 
DO. "Acidified Milk and Milk Products" are milk and milk products 
obtained by the addition of food grade acids to pasteurized cream, 
half-and-half, milk. lowfat milk, or skim milk, resulting in a 
product acidity of not less than 0.50 percent expressed as lactic 
acid.2 
EE. "Yogurt" is a product resulting from the souring by specific lactic 
acid producing bacteria of pasteurized milk.2 
EE-l "Lowfat Yogurt" is a product resulting from the souring by spe-
cific lactic acid producing bacteria of pasteurized lowfat milk. 
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I&E-2 "Nonfat Yogurt" is a product resulting from the souring by spe-
cific lactic acid produCing bacteria of pasteurized nonfat milk. 
FF. "Low-Sodium Milk or Low-Sodium Lowfat or Low-Sodium 
Skim Milk" is the product resulting from the treatment of milk, 
lowfat milk or skim milk by a process ofpassing the milk, lowfat 
milk or skim milk through an ion exchange resin process or any 
other process which has been recognized by the Food and Drug 
Administration that effectively reduces sodium content of the 
product to less than /0 milligrams in /00 milliliters. 
FF-1 "Lactose-Reduced Milk or Lactose-Reduced Lowfat Milk or 
Lactose-Reduced Skim Milk" is the product resulting from the 
treatment of milk, lowfat milk or skim milk by the addition of safe 
and suitable enzymes to convert sufficient amounts of the lactose 
to glucose and/ or galactose so that the remaining lactose is less 
than 30 percent of the lactose in milk, lowfat milk or skim milk. 
GG. ..Market Milk Products" include cream, light cream, coffee 
cream, table cream, whipping cream, light whipping cream, heavy 
cream, heavy whipping cream, sour c~eam, acidified sour cream, 
half-and-half, cultured half-and-half, acidified half-and-half. 
reconstituted or recombined milk and milk products, concen-
trated milk, concentrated milk products, skim milk, low-sodium 
milk. low-sodium lowfat milk. low-sodium skim milk, lactose-
reduced milk. lactose-reduced lowfat milk, lactose-reduced skim 
milk. lowfat milk, fortified milk and milk products, vitamin D 
milk and milk products, homogenized milk, flavored milk or milk 
products, eggnog flavored milk, buttermilk, cultured buttermilk, 
cultured milk, cultured whole milk buttermilk, yogurt, lowfat 
yogurt, nonfat yogurt, acidified milk and milk products, cottage 
cheese dry curd, cottage cheese, lowfat cottage cheese. and 
eggnog.2 This definition is not intended to include such products 
as sterilized milk and milk products hermetically sealed in a 
container and so processed, either before or after sealing, as to 
prevent microbial spoilage, or evaporated milk, condensed milk, 
ice cream and other frozen desserts, butter, dry milk products 
(except as defined herein), or cheese except when they are com-
bined with other substances to produce any pasteurized milk or 
milk product defined herein. 
HH. ..Cottage Cheese Dry Curd" or" Dry Curd Cottage Cheese "is the 
soft uncured cheese prepared from the curd obtained by adding 
harmless, lactic-acid-producing bacteria with or without enzy-
matic action to pasteurized skim milk or pasteurized reconstituted 
nonfat milk. It contains not more than eighty percent moisture.2 
II. ..Cottage Cheese" is the soft uncured cheese which is prepared by 
mixing cottage cheese with pasteurized cream, or with a pasteu-
rized mixture of cream and milk or skim milk, and which contains 
not less than four percent milkfat by weight and not more than 
eighty percent moisture. 2 
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JJ. "Lowfat Cottage Cheese" is the soft uncured cheese which is 
prepared by mixing cottage cheese with pasteurized cream, or 
with a pasteurized mixture of cream and milk or skim miJk, and 
which contains not Jess than 0.5% nor more than 2.0% milkfat by 
weight and not more than 82.5% moisture. 2 
KK . "Mitk Products" include whipped cream, whipped light cream, 
whipped coffee cream, and whipped table cream. 
LL. "Grade 'A' Dry Milk and Whey Products" are milk products 
which have been produced for use in Grade" A" pasteurized milk 
products and which have been manufactured under the provisions 
of the Grade "A" Condensed and Dry Milk Products and 
Condensed and Dr I' Whev- Recommended Sanitation Ordinance 
for Condensed and Dry Milk Products and Condensed and Dry 
Whey used in Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk Products. 
MM . "Optional Ingredients" shall mean and include Grade "A" dry 
milk products, concentrated milk, concentrated milk products, 
flavors, sweeteners, stabilizers, emulsifiers, acidifiers, vitamins, 
minerals, and similar ingredients. 
NN. "Adulterated Milk and Milk Products"- any milk or milk pro-
ducts shall be deemed to be adulterated (I) if it bears or contains 
any poisonous or deleterious substance in a quantity which may 
render it injurious to health; (2) if it bears or contains any added 
poisonous or deleterious substance for which no safe tolerance 
has been established by State or Federal regulation, or in excess of 
such tolerance if one has been established; (3) if it consists, in 
whole or in part, of any substance unfit for human consumption; 
(4) if it has been produced, processed, prepared, packed, or held 
under illsanitary conditions; (5) if its container is composed, in 
whole or in part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance which 
may render the contents injurious to health; or (6) if any substance 
has been added thereto or mixed or packed therewith so as to 
increase its bulk or weight, or reduce its quality or strength. or 
make it appear better or of greater value than it is. 
00. "Misbranded Milk and Milk Products" are misbranded (I) when 
their container(s) bear or accompany any false or misleading 
written, printed or graphic matter; (2) when such milk and milk 
products do not conform to their definitions as contained in these 
Regulations and (3) when such products are not labeled in accor-
dance with Regulation V. 
PP. "Pasteurization" - The terms "pasteurization," "pasteurized," and 
similar terms shall mean the process of heating every particle of 
milk or milk product to at least 145° F. , and holding it continu-
ously at or above this temperarure for at least 30 minutes, or to at 
least 161 ° F., and holding it continuously at or above this tempera-
ture for at least 15 seconds, in equipment which is properly 
operated and approved by the State Regulatory Authority; Pro-
7 
vided, that milk products which have a higher milkfat content 
than milk and/ or contain added sweeteners shall be heated to at 
least 150°F., and hold continuously at or above this temperature 
for at least 30 minutes, or to at least 166° F., and held continuously 
at or above this temperature for at least 15 seconds; Provided, that 










Provided further, that nothing in this definition shall be construed 
as barring any other pasteurization process which has been recog-
nized by the Food and Drug Administration to be equally efficient 
and which is approved by the State Regulatory Authority. 
PP-1 "Ultra-Pasteurized", when used to describe a dairy product, 
means that such product shall have been thermally processed at or 
above 280° F. (138° C)for at/east 2 seconds, either before or after 
packaging, so as to produce a product which has an extended shelf 
life under refrigerated conditions. 
QQ. "Sanitization" is the application of any effective method or sub-
stance to a clean surface for the destruction of pathogens, and of 
other organisms as far as is practicable. Such treatment shall not 
adversely affect the equipment, the milk or milk product or the 
health of consumers, and shall be acceptable to the State Regula-
tory Authority. 
RR. "Milk Producer" is any person who operates a dairy farm and 
provides, sells, or offers milk for sale to a milk plant, receiving 
station, or transfer station. 
SS. "Milk Hauler" is any person who transports raw milk and/ or raw 
milk products to or from a milk plant, a receiving or transfer 
station. 
TT. "Milk Distributor" is any person who offers for sale or sells to 
another any mill' or milk products. 
UU. "State Regulatory Authority"- The State Regulatory Authority 
shall mean the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services 
or the State Health Department and its authorized representatives 
(Section 3.1-530.3 and Section 3.1-530.4). The term, "State Regu-
latory Authority", wherever it appears in the Regulations, shall 
mean the appropriate agency havingjurisdiction and control over 
the matters embraced within these Regulations. 
VV. "Dairy Farm" is any place or premises where one or more cows or 
goats are kept, and from which a part or all of the milk or milk 
8 
product(s) is provided, sold, or offered for sale to a milk plant, 
transfer station, or receiving station. 
WW. "Milk Plant" is any place, premises, or establishment where milk 
or milk products are collected, handled, processed, stored, pasteu-
rized, bottled, or prepared for distribution. 
WW-1 "Receiving Station" is any place, premises, or establishment 
whtre raw milk is received, collected, handled, stored or cooled 
and prepared for further transporting. 
XX. "Transfer Station" is any place, premises, or establishment ~here 
milk or milk products are transferred directly from one transport 
tank to another. 
YY. "Official Laboratory" is a biological, chemical, or physical labor-
atory which is operated by the State Regulatory Authority. 
ZZ. "Person"- The word "person" shall mean any individual, plant 
operator, partnership, corporation, company, firm, trustee, or 
association. 
AAA. "Consumer"- is one that utilizes Grade "A" Market Milk, Grade 
"A" Market Milk Products, or Milk Products. 
888. "And I or" - Where the term "and / or" is used, "and" shall apply 
where appropriate, otherwise "or" shall apply. 
*CCC. The "Pull Date" is the date which is required to be affixed on the 
consumer package or container of Grade" A" pasteurized market 
milk, Grade "A" pasteurized market milk products and milk 
products as defined in these regulations which is the date beyond 
the day of manufacturing and processing of packages of each 
product and the last day on which such product is recommended 
to be offered for sale to consumers under normal storage 
conditions. 
*DOD. "Normal Storage" is the storage of the Grade "A" pasteurized 
market milk, Grade "A" pasteurized market milk products and 
milk products at a temperature of 45 degrees F or Jess. 
*February 21, 1973 Amended 
Effective October I, 1973 
FOOTNOTE 
20ptional ingredients as defined in Regulation II definition MM 
may be used in this product. 
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REGULATION lii 
ADULTERATED OR MISBRANDED MILK OR MILK 
PRODUCTS 
No person shall, within the Commonwealth of Virginia, or its police 
jurisdiction produce, provide, sell, offer, or expose for sale or have in 
possession with intent to sell any milk, market milk, market milk product 
or milk product which is adulterated or misbranded: Provided, that in an 
emergency, the sale of pasteurized milk and milk products which have not 
been graded, or the grade of which is unknown, may be authorized by the 
State Regulatory Authority, in which case such products shall be labeled 
"ungraded." 
Any adulterated or misbranded milk, market milk, market milk 
product or milk product may be impounded by the State Regulatory 




It shall be unlawful for any person who does not possess a permit from 
the State Regulatory Authority of the Commonwealth of Virginia to bring 
into, send into, or receive into the Commonwealth of Virginia or its police 
jurisdiction, for sale, or to sell, or offer for sale therein, or to have in 
storage milk, market milk, market milk product or milk product defined in 
these Regulations: Provided, that grocery stores, restaurants, soda foun-
tains, and similar establishments where milk, market milk, market milk 
products, or milk products are served or sold at retail, but not processed, 
may be exempt from the requirements of these Regulations. 
Only a person who complies with the requirements of these Regula-
tions shall be entitled to receive and retain such a permit. Permits shall not 
be transferable with respect to persons and/ or locations. 
The State Regulatory Authority shall suspend such permit, whenever 
it has reason to believe that a public health hazard exists; or whenever the 
permit holder has violated any of the requirements of these Regulations; or 
whenever the permit holder has interfered with the State Regulatory 
Authority in the performance of its duties; Provided, that the State .Regu-
latory Authority shall, in all cases except where the milk, market milk, 
market milk product or milk product involved creates, or appears to 
create, a:t imminent hazard to the public health; or in any case of a willful 
refusal to permit authorized inspection, serve upon the holder a written 
notice of intent to suspend permit, which notice shall specify with particu-
larity the violation(s) in question and afford the holder such reasonable 
opportunity to correct such violation(s) as may be agreed to by the parties, 
or in the absence of agreement, fixed by the State Regulatory Authority, 
before making any order of suspension effective. A suspension of permit 
shaH remain in effect until the violation has been corrected to the satisfac-
tion of the State Regulatory Authority. 
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Upon written application of any person whose permit has been sus-
pended, or upon application within 48 hours of any person who has been 
served with a notice of intention to suspend, and in the latter case before 
suspension, the State Regulatory Authority shall within 72 hours proceed 
to a hearing to ascertain the facts of such violation or interference and 
upon evidence presented at such hearing shall affirm, modify, or rescind 
the suspension or intention to suspend. 
Upon repeated violation(s), the State Regulatory Authority may 
revoke such permit following reasonable ·notice to the permit holder and 
an opportunity for a hearing. This Regulation is not intended to preclude 
the· institution of court action as provided in Regulations VI and VII. 
REGULATION V 
LABELING 
Except for nutrition labeling, all bottles, containers, and packages 
enclosing milk, market milk. market milk products or milk products 
defined in Regulation II shall be labeled in accordance with the applicable 
requirements of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended, 
the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, and regulations developed the-
reunder, and in addition shall comply with the applicable requirements of 
this section as follows: 
All bottles, containers, and packages enclosing milk, market milk, 
market milk products or milk products defined in Regulation II shall be 
conspicuously labeled or marked with (I) the name of the contents as given 
in the definition of this Regulation, except the word "market" need not 
appear; (2) the word "reconstituted" or "recombined" if the product is 
made by reconstitution or recombination; (3) the grade oft he contents; ( 4) 
the identity of the plant where pasteurized; (5) the word "raw" if the 
contents are raw and the name or other identity of the producer; (6) the 
volume or proportion of water to be added for recombining in the case of 
concentrated milk or milk products: Provided, that (a) only the identity of 
the milk producer shall be required on cans delivered to a milk plant which 
receives only Grade "A" raw milk for pasteurization, and which imme-
diately dumps, washes, and returns the cans to the milk producer; (b) the 
identity of both milk producer and the grade shall be required on cans 
delivered to a milk plant which receives both Grade "A" raw milk for 
pasteurization and ungraded raw milk, and which immediately dumps. 
washes, and returns the cans to the producer; (c) in the case of concentrated 
milk products, the specific name of the product shall be substituted for the 
generic term "concentrated milk prolucts", e.g., "homogenized concen-
trated milk", "concentrated skim milk", "concentrated chocolate milk", 
"concentrated chocolate flavored lowfat milk"; (d) in the case of flavored 
milk or flavored reconstituted milk, the name of the principal flavor shall 
be substituted for the word "flavored"; and (e) in the case of cultured milk 
and milk products, the special type culture used may be substituted for the 
word "cultured", e.g., "acidophilus buttermilk", "bulgarian buttermilk", 
and -"yogurt". 
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All vehicles and transport tanks containing milk, market milk or 
market milk products and certain milk products shall be legibly marked 
with the name of the milk plant or hauler in possession of the contents. 
Tanks transporting raw milk and milk products to a milk plant from 
sources of supply not under the routine supervision of the State Regula-
tory Authority are required to be marked with the name and address of the 
milk plant or hauler and shall be sealed; in addition, for each such 
shipment, a shipping statement shall be prepared containing at least the 
following information: 
(I) Shipper's name, address, and permit number. 
(2) Permit number of hauler, if not employee of shipper. 
(3) Point of origin of shipment. 
(4) Tanker identity number. 
(5) Name of product. 
(6) Weight of product. 
(7) Grade of product. 
(8) Temperature of product. 
(9) Date of shipment. 
(10) Name of supervising regulatory authority at the point of 
origin. 
(II) Whether the contents are raw, pasteurized, or otherwise heat 
treated. 
Such statement shall be prepared in triplicate and shall be kept on file 
by the shipper, the consignee, and the carrier for a period of 6 months for 
the information of the State Regulatory Authority. 
The labeling information which is required on all bottles, con-
tainers or packages of milk or milk products shall be in letters of an 
acceptable size, kind, and color satisfactory to the State Regulatory 
Authority and shall contain no marks or words which are misleading. 
•The "Pull Date" shall appear in such form as to be conspicuous, 
legible and commonly understandable and shall not interfere with the 
legibility of other mandatory labeling requirements of the product. Cup 
containers may be labeled with the date on the bottom. 
The "Pull Date" shall be expressed by the first three letters of the 
month followed by or preceded by the numeral or numerals constituting 
the appropriate calendar date, or expressed numerically by the number of 
the month preceding the number of the day. For example: June I shall be 
expressed "JUN 1", "I JUN", "06 01" or "06-01". 
The provisions of this regulation pertaining to pull dates shall not 
apply to Grade "A" Pasteurized Market Milk and Grade "A" Pasteurized 
Market Milk Products bottled in glass containers for home delivery. 
Each Processor or Distributor manufacturing, processing or packag-
ing products defined in this Regulation for sale within the Commonwealth 
of Virginia shall file and certify with the State Regulatory Authority the 
maximum number of days after manufacturing or processing which will be 
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used to determine the .. Pull Date". The .. Pull Date" shall be determined so 
as to provide for the product to be capable of meeting standards set forth in 
these regulations for a reasonable period of time subsequent to the .. Pull 
Date", under normal storage conditions. 
No person shall sell or offer for sale any Grade .. A" Pasteurized 
Market Mille, Grade .. A" Pasteurized Market Mille Products and Mille 
Products in consumer packages that do not bear the .. Pull Date" as defined 
and required by these regulations. 
This regulation does not apply to containers of Grade .. A" Pasteu-
rized Market Mille, Grade .. A" Market Mille Products, and Mille Products 
which are not to be sold in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
•February I, 1973 Amendment 
Effective October I. 1973 
Amended, February 21 , 1973 
Effective Date October I. 1973 
REGULATION VI 
INSPECTION OF DAIRY FARMS AND MILK PLANTS 
Each dairy farm, mille plant, receiving station, and transfer station 
whose mille, market milk, market mille products, or mille products are 
intended for consumption within the Commonwealth of Virginia, or its 
police jurisdiction shall be inspected by the State Regulatory Authority 
prior to the issuance of a permit. Following the issuance of a permit, each 
dairy farm shall be inspected at least once every 3 months and each mille 
plant, transfer station, and receiving station shall be inspected every 
month. Should the violation of any requirement set forth in Regulation 
VIII be found to exist on an inspection, a second inspection shall be 
required after the time deemed necessary to remedy the violation, but not 
before 3 days; this second inspection shall be used to determine compliance 
with the requirements of Regulation VIII. Any violation of the same 
requirement of Regulation VIII on such second inspection shall call for 
permit suspension in acc:ordance with Regulation IV and/ or court action. 
One copy of the inspection report shall be banded to the operator, or 
other responsible person, or be posted in a conspicuous place on an inside 
wall of the establishment. Said inspection report shall not be defaced and 
shall be made available to the State Regulatory Authority upon request. 
An identical copy of the inspection report shall be filed with the records of 
the State Regulatory Authority. Every mille producer, hauler .. distributor, 
or plant operator shall, upon request oft~ State RegUlatory Authority, 
permit access of officially designated persons to all parts of his establish• 
ment or facilities to determine compliance with the provisions of the 
Regulation. A distributor or plant operator shall furnish the State Regula-
tory Authority, upon request, for official use only a true statement of the 
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actual quantities of milk, market milk, market milk products, and milk 
products of each grade purchased and sold, and a list of all sources of such 
milk, market milk, market milk products, and mille products, records of 
inspections, tests, and pasteurization time and temperature records. 
It shall be unlawful for any person who in an official capacity obtains 
any information under the provisions of these Regulations which is 
entitled to protection as a trade secret (including information as to quan-
tity, quality, source or disposition of mille, market milk, market milk 
products or milk products, or results on inspections or tests thereof) to use 
such information to his own advantage or to reveal it to any unauthorized 
person. 
REGULATION VII 
THE EXAMINATION OF MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS 
During any consecutive 6 months, at least four samples of raw milk 
for pasteurization shall be taken from each producer and four samples of 
raw milk for pasteurization shall be taken from each milk plant after 
receipt of the milk by the milk plant and prior to pasteurization. In 
addition, during any consecutive 6 months, at least four samples of pasteu-
rized market milk and at least four samples of each market milk product 
and milk product defined in these Regulations shall be taken from every 
mille plant. Samples of milk, market milk, market milk products, and milk 
products shall be taken while in possession of the producer or distributor 
at any time prior to final delivery. Samples of market milk, market milk 
products, and milk products from dairy retail stores, food service estab-
lishments, grocery stores, and other places where market milk, market 
milk products, and milk products are sold shall be examined periodically 
as determined by the State Regulatory Authority; and the results of such 
examination shall be used to determine compliance with Regulations III, 
V, VIII, and XI. Proprietors of such establishments shall furnish the State 
Regulatory Authority, upon its request, with the names of all distributors 
from whom market milk, market milk products and milk products are 
obtained. 
Required bacterial counts, somatic cell counts, and cooling tempera-
ture checks shall be performed on raw milk for pasteurization. In addition, 
antibiotic tests on each producer's milk or on commingled raw milk shall 
be conducted at least four times during any consecutive 6 months. When 
commingled milk is tested, all producers shall be represented in the sample. 
All individual sources of milk shall be tested when test results on the 
commingled milk are positive. Required bacterial counts, coliform deter-
minations, phosphatase and cooling temperature checks shall be per-
formed on pasteurized market milk, market milk products, and milk 
products. 
Whenever two of the last four consecutive bacteria counts, somatic 
cell counts, coliform determinations, or cooling temperatures, taken on 
separate days, exceed the limit of the standard for the milk, market milk, 
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market mille products, and milk products, the State Regulatory Authority 
shall send a written notice thereof to the person concerned. This notice 
shall be in effect so long as two of the last four consecutive samples exceed 
the limit of the standard. An additional sample shall be taken within 21 
days of the sending of such notice, but not before the lapse of 3 days. 
Immediate suspension of permit in accordance with Regulation IV and 1 or 
court action shall be instituted whenever the standard is violated by three 
of the last five bacteria counts, somatic cell counts, coliform determina-
tions, or cooling temperatures. 
Whenever a phosphatase test is positive, the cause shall be deter-
mined. Where the cause is improper pasteurization, it shall be corrected; 
and any market milk, market milk products, or mille products involved 
shall not be offered for sale. 
Whenever an antibiotic or pesticide residue test is positive, an investi-
gation shall be made to determine the cause, and the cause shall be 
corrected. An additional sample shall be taken and tested for antibiotic or 
pesticide residues and no milk shall be offered for sale until it is shown by a 
subsequent sample to be free of antibiotic or pesticide residues or below the 
actionable levels established for such residues. Samples shall be analyzed 
at an official laboratory. All sampling procedures and required laboratory 
examinations shall be in substantial compliance with the latest Edition of 
Standard Methods for the Examination of Dairy Products ofthe Ameri-
can Public Health Association, and the latest Edition of Official Methods 
of Analyses of the Association of Official Analytical Chemists, and other 
sampling and testing procedures as approved by the State Regulatory 
Authority. Such procedures and examinations shall be evaluated in accor-
dance with the methods of evaluating milk laboratories recommended by 
the (U.S.) Public Health Service. Examinations and tests shall be con-
ducted to detect adulterants, including pesticides, as the State Regulatory 
Authority shall require. Assays of vitamin D market milk or market milk 
products or mille products and / or fortified market milk, market milk 
products, or milk products shall be made at least annually in a laboratory 
acceptable to the State Regulatory Authority. The cost of such assays shall 
be paid for by the seller or distributor. 
REGULATION VIII 
STANDARDS FOR MILK, MARKET MILK, MARKET MILK PRO-
DUCTS AND MILK PRODUCTS. 
All Grade" A" raw milk for pasteurization and all Grade" A" pasteu-
rized market milk and market milk products and all milk products shall be 
produced, processed, and pasteurized to conform with the following chem-
ical, bacteriological, somatic cell, and temperature standards, and the 
sanitation requirements of these Regulations. No process or manipulation 
other than pasteurization, processing methods integral therewith, and 
appropriate refrigeration shall be applied to milk, market milk, market 
milk products, and milk products for the purpose of removing or deacti-
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vating microorganisms: Provided, that in the bulk shipment of raw cream, 
skim milk, or low fat milk, the heating of the raw milk to temperatures no 
greater than I 25° F for seperation purposes is permitted when the resulting 
bulk shipments of cream, skim milk, and lowfat milk are labeled heat 
treated. 
CHEMICAL, BACTERIOLOGICAL, SOMATIC CELL, AND 
TEMPERATURE STANDARDS FOR GRADE .. A .. MILK, 
MARKET MILK, MARKET MILK PRODUCTS AND MILK 
PRODUCTS 
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ducts and milk 
products 
Temperature .......... Cooled to 45°F or less within two 
hours after milking, provided that 
the blend temperature after the 
first and subsequent milking does 
not exceed 500F. 
Bacterial limits ..... .Individual producer milk not to 
exceed I 00,000 per mi. prior to 
commingling with other producer 
milk. 
Not exceeding 300,000 per mi. as 
commingled milk prior to 
pasteurization. 
Antibiotics ............ Individual producer milk: no 
detectable zone with the Bacillus 
subtilis method or equivalent. 
Commingled milk: no detectable 
zone by the Sarcina /urea Cylinder 
Plate Method or equivalent. 
Somatic Cell Individual producer milk not to 
Limits ................... exceed I ,500,000 per mi. prior to 
commingling with other producer 
milk. 
Temperature .......... Cooled to 45°F. or less and main-
tained thereat. 
Bacterial limits• .... Milk and milk products 20,000 
per mi. 
Coliform limit ...... Not exceeding 10 per ml: Pro-
vided, in the case of bulk milk 
transport ·rank shipments, shall 
not exceed 100 per mi. 
Phosphatase .......... Less than lug per mi., by Scharer 
Rapid Method (or equivalent by 
other means). 
Antibiotics ............ No detectable zone by the Sarcina 
lutea Cylinder Plate method or 
equivalent. 
*Not applicablr to culturrd products. 
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SANITATION REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADE "A" RAW MILK 
FOR PASTEURIZATION 
ITEM Jr. ABNORMAL MILK 
Cows which show evidence of the secretion of abnormal milk in one or 
more quarters based upon bacteriological, chemical, or physical examina-
tion, shall be milked last or with separate equipment, and the milk shall be 
discarded. Cows treated with, or cows which have consumed chemical, 
medicinal or radioactive agents which are capable of being secreted in the 
milk and which, in the judgment of the State Regulatory Authority, may 
be deleterious to human health, shall be milked last or with separate 
equipment, and the milk disposed of as the State Regulatory Authority 
may direct. 
ITEM 2r. MILKING BARN, STABLE OR PARLOR -
CONSTRUCTION 
A milking barn, stable, or parlor shall be provided on all dairy farms 
in which the milking herd shall be housed during milking time operations. 
The areas used for milking purposes shall (I) have floors constructed of 
concrete or equally impervious material; (2) have walls and ceilings which 
are smooth, painted or finished in approved manner, in good repair, 
ceiling dusttight; (3) have separate stalls or pens for horses, calves, and 
bulls; (4) be provided with natural and/ or artificial light, well distributed 
for day and/ or night milking; (5) provide sufficient airspace and air 
circulation to prevent condensation and excessive odors; (6) not be over-
crowded; and (7) have dusttight covered boxes or bins, or separate storage 
facilities for ground, chopped, or concentrated feed . 
ITEM 3r. MILKING BARN, STABLE OR PARLOR-
CLEANLINESS 
The interior shall be kept clean. Floors, walls, windows, pipelines, and 
equipment shall be free of filth and/ or litter and shall be clean. Swine and 
fowl shall be kept out of the milking barn. 
ITEM 4r. COWY ARD 
The cowyard shall be graded and drained and shall have no standing 
pools of water or accumulations of organic wastes: Provided, that in 
loafing or cattle-housing areas, cow droppings and soiled bedding shall be 
removed, or clean bedding added, at sufficiently frequent intervals to 
prevent the soiling of the cow's udder and flanks. Waste feed shall not be 
allowed to accumulate. Manure packs shall be properly drained and shall 
provide a reasonably firm footing. Swine shall be kept out ofthe cowyard. 
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ITEM 5r. MILKHOUSE OR ROOM -
CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES 
A milkhouse or room of sufficient size shall be provided, in which the 
cooling, handling, and storing of milk and the washing, sanitizing, and 
storing of milk containers and utensils shall be conducted. 
The milkhouse shall be provided with a smooth floor constructed of 
concrete or equally impervious material graded to drain and maintained in 
good repair. Liquid waste shall be disposed of in a sanitary manner; all 
floor drains shall be accessible and shall be trapped if connected to a 
sanitary sewer system. 
The walls and ceilings shall be constructed of smooth material, in 
good repair, well painted, or finished in an equally suitable manner. 
The milk house shall have adequate natural and/ or artificial light and 
be well ventilated. 
The milkhouse shall be used for no other puspose than milkhouse 
operations; there shall be no direct opening into any barn, stable, or into a 
room used for domestic purposes: Provided, that a direct opening between 
the milkhouse and milking barn, stable, or parlor is permitted when a tight 
fitting self-closing solid door(s) hinged to be single or double acting is 
provided. 
Water under pressure shall be piped into the milkhouse. 
The milkhouse shall be equipped with a two-compartment wash vat 
and adequate hot water heating facilities. 
When a transportation tank is used for the cooling and storage of milk 
on the dairy farm, such tank shall be provided with a suitable shelter for the 
receipt of milk. Such shelter shall be adjacent to, but not a part of, the 
milkroom and shall comply with the requirements of the milkroom with 
respect to construction, light, drainage, insect and rodent control, and 
general maintenance. 
ITEM 6r. MILKHOUSE OR ROOM -CLEANLINESS 
The floors, walls, ceilings, windows, tables, shelves, cabinets, wash 
vats, non-product contact surfaces of milk containers, utensils, and equip-
ment, and other milkroom equipment shall be clean. Only articles directly 
related to milkroom activities shall be permitted in the milkroom. The 
milkroom shall be free of trash, animals, and fowl. 
ITEM 7r. T-QILET 
-
Every dairy farm shall be provided with one or more toilets, conve-
niently located and properly constructed, operated, and maintained in a 
sanitary manner. The waste shall be inaccessible to flies and shall not 
pollute the soil surface or contaminate any water supply. 
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ITEM Sr. WATER SUPPLY 
Water for milkhouse and milking operations shall be from a supply 
properly located, protected, and operated, and shall be easily accessible, 
adequate, and of a safe, sanitary quality. 
ITEM 9r. UTENSILS AND EQUIPMENT- CONSTRUCTION 
All multiuse containers, equipment, and utensils used in the handling, 
storage, or transportation of milk shall be made of smooth, nonabsorbent, 
corrosion-resistant, nontoxic materials, and shall be so constructed as to 
be easily cleaned. All containers, utensils, and equipment shall be in good 
repair. All milk pails used for hand milking and stripping shall be seamless 
and of the hooded type. Multiple-use woven material shall not be used for 
straining milk. All single-service articles shall have been manufactured, 
packaged, transported, stored, and handled in a sanitary manner and shall 
comply with the applicable requirements of item II p. of these Regulations. 
Articles intended for single-service use shall not be reused . 
Farm holding/ cooling tanks. welded sanitary piping, and transporta-
tion tanks shall comply with the applicable requirements of item I Op. and 
II p. of these Regulations. 
ITEM lOr. UTENSILS AND EQUIPMENT - CLEANING 
The product-contact surfaces of all multiuse containers, equipment, 
and utensils used in the handling, storage, or transportation of milk shall 
be cleaned after each usage. 
ITEM llr. UTENSILS AND EQUIPMENT - SANITIZATION 
The product-contact surfaces of all multiuse containers, equipment, 
and utensils used in the handling, storage, or transportation of milk shall 
be sanitized before each usage. 
ITEM 12r. UTENSILS AND EQUIPMENT - STORAGE 
All containers, utensils, and equipment used in the handling, st-orage, 
or transportation of milk, unless stored in sanitizing solutions, shall be 
stored to assure complete drainage, and shall be protected from contami-
nation prior to use: Provided, that milk pipelines and pipeline milking 
equipment such as milker claws, inflations. weigh jars, meters. milk hoses, 
milk receivers and milk pumps which are designed for mechanical cleaning 
may be stored in the milking barn or parlor provided this equipment is 
designed, installed and operated to protect the product and solution 
contact surfaces from contamination at all times. 
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ITEM 13r. UTENSILS AND EQUIPMENT - HANDLING 
After sanitization, all containers, utensils, and equipment shall be 
handled in such manner as to prevent contamination of any product-
contact surface. 
ITEM 14r. MILKING- FLANKS, UDDERS, AND TEATS 
Milking shall be done in the milking barn, stable, or parlor. The 
flanks, udders, bellies, and tails of all milking cows shall be free from 
visible dirt. All brushing shall be completed prior to milking. The udders 
and teats of all milking cows shall be cleaned and treated with a sanitizing 
solution just prior to the time of milking, and shall be relatively dry before 
milking. Wet hand milking is prohibited. 
ITEM 15r. MILKING - SURCINGLES, MILK STOOLS, 
AND ANTIKICKERS 
Surcingles, milk stools, and anti kickers shall be kept clean and stored 
above the floor. 
ITEM 16r. MILKING - TRANSFER AND PROTECTION OF MILK 
Each pail or container of milk shall be transferred immediately from 
the milking barn, stable, or parlor to the milkhouse. No milk shall be 
strained, poured, transferred, or stored unless it is properly protected from 
contamination. 
ITEM 17r. PERSONNEL- HAND-WASHING FACILITIES 
There shall be provided adequate hand-washing facilities, including 
running water, soap or detergent, and individual sanitary towels, conve-
nient to the milkhouse, milking barn, stable, parlor, or flush toilet. 
ITEM 18r. PERSONNEL - CLEANLINESS 
Hands shall be washed clean and dried with an individual sanitary 
towel immediately before milking, before performing any milkhouse func-
tion, and immediately after the interruption of any of these activities. 
Milkers and milk haulers shall wear clean outer garments while milking or 
handling milk, milk containers, utensils, or equipment. 
ITEM 19r. COOLING 
Raw milk for pasteurization shall be cooled to 45°F. or less within 2 
hours after milking: Provided: that the blend temperature after the first 
milking and subsequent milkings does not exceed 500F. 
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ITEM 20r. VEHICLES 
Vehicles used to transport milk in cans from the dairy farm to the milk 
plant or receiving station shall be constructed and operated to protect their 
contents from sun, freezing, and contamination. Such vehicles shall be 
kept clean, inside and out; and no substance capable of contaminating 
milk shall be transported with milk. 
ITEM 2lr. INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL 
Effective measures shall be taken to prevent the contamination of 
milk, containers, equipment, and utensils by insects and rodents, and by 
chemicals used to control such vermin. Milk-rooms shall be free of insects 
and rodents. Surroundings shall be kept neat, clean, and free of conditions 
which might harbor or be conducive to the breeding of insects and rodents. 
SANITATION REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADE "A" 
PASTEURIZED MARKET MILK, GRADE "A" MARKET MILK 
PRODUCTS AND MILK PRODUCTS 
A receiving station shall comply with items lp to 15p, inclusive, and 
17p, 20p, and 22p, except that the partitioning requirement of item 5p shall 
not apply. A transfer station shall comply with items I p, 4p, 6p, 7p, 8p, 9p, 
lOp, llp, 12p, 14p, 15p, 20p, and 22p; and as climatic and operating 
conditions require, the applicable provisions of items 2p and 3p; Provided, 
that in every case, overhead protection shall be provided. Facilities for the 
cleaning and sanitizing of bulk transport tanks shall comply with items I p, 
4p. 6p, 7p, 8p, 9p, lOp, lip, 12p, 14p, I5p, 20p, and 12p; and as climatic 
and operating conditions require, the applicable provisions of items 2p and 
3p: Provided, that in every case, overhead protection shall be provided. 
ITEM lp. FLOORS- CONSTRUCTION 
The floors of all rooms in which milk or milk products are processed, 
handled, or stored, or in which milk containers, equipment, and utensils 
are washed, shall be constructed of concrete or other equally impervious 
and easily cleaned material; and shall be smooth. properly sloped, 
provided with trapped drains, kept in good repair; Provided that cold-
storage rooms used for storing milk and milk products need not be 
provided with floor drains when the floors are sloped to drain to one or 
more exits: Provided further, that storage rooms for storing dry 
ingredients and / or packaging materials need not be provided with drains; 
and the floors may be constructed of tightly joined wood. 
ITEM 2p. WALLS AND CEILINGS- CONSTRUCTION 
Walls and ceilings of rooms in which milk or milk products are 
handled, processed, or stored. or in which milk containers, utensils. and 
equipment are washed, shall have a smooth, washable. light-colored 
surface, in good repair. 
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ITEM 3p. DOORS AND WINDOWS 
Effective means shall be provided to prevent the access of flies and 
rodents. All openings to the outside shall have solid doors or glazed 
windows which shall be closed during dusty weather. 
ITEM 4p. LIGHTING AND VENTILATION 
All rooms in which milk or milk products are handled, processed, or 
stored and/ or in which milk containers, equipment, and utensils are 
washed shall be well lighted and well ventilated. 
ITEM 5p. SEPARATE ROOMS 
There shall be separate rooms for (I) pasteurizing, processing, 
cooling, and packaging; (2) cleaning of milk cans, bottles and cases. In 
addition, plants receiving milk in bulk transport tanks shall provide for 
cleaning and sanitizing facilities. 
Unless all milk and milk products are received in bulk transport tanks, 
a receiving room, separate from rooms (I) and (2)above, shall be required. 
Rooms in which milk or milk products are handled, processed, or stored, 
or in which milk containers, utensils, and equipment are washed or stored, 
shall not open directly into any stable or any room used for domestic 
purposes. 
ITEM 6p. TOILET-SEWAGE DISPOSAL FACILITIES 
Every milk plant shall be provided with toilet facilities conforming 
with the regulations of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Toilet rooms shall 
not open directly into any room in which milk and/ or milk products are 
processed. Toilet rooms shall be completely enclosed and shall have tight-
fitting, self closing doors. Dressing rooms, toilet rooms, and fixtures shall 
be kept in a clean condition, in good repair, and shall be well ventilated and 
well lighted. Sewage and other liquid wastes shall be disposed of in a 
sanitary manner. 
ITEM 7p. WATER SUPPLY 
Water for milk plant purposes shall be from a supply properly 
located, protected, and operated, and shall be easily accessible, adequate, 
and of a safe, sanitary quality. 
ITEM 8p. HAND-WASHING FACILITIES 
Convenient hand-washing facilities shall be provided, including hot 
and cold and/ or warm running water, soap, and individual sanitary towels 
or other approved hand-drying devices. Hand-washing facilities shall be 
kept in a clean condition and in good repair. 
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ITEM 9p. MILK PLANT CLEANLINESS 
All rooms in which milk and milk products are handled, processed, or 
stored, and/ or in which containers, utensils, or equipment are washed or 
stored, shall be kept clean, neat, and free of evidence of insects and rodents. 
Pesticides shall be safely used. Only equipment directly related to 
processing operations or to the handling of containers, utensils, and 
equipment, shall be permitted in the pasteurizing, processing, cooling, 
packaging, and bulk milk storage rooms. 
ITEM lOp. SANITARY PIPING 
All sanitary piping, fittings, and connections which are exposed to 
milk or milk products, or from which liquids may drip, drain, or be drawn 
into milk or milk products, shall consist of smooth, impervious corrosion-
resistant, nontoxic, easily cleanable material. All piping shall be in good 
repair. Pasteurized milk and milk products shall be conducted from one 
piece of equipment to another only through sanitary piping: Provided, that 
cottage cheese, cheese dressings, or cheese ingredients may be transported 
by other methods which protect the product from contamination. 
ITEM lip. CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF CONTAINERS 
AND EQUIPMENT 
All multiuse containers and equipment with which milk or milk 
products come into contact shall be of smooth, impervious, corrosion-
resistant, nontoxic material; shall be constructed for ease of cleaning; and 
shall be kept in good repair. All single-service containers, closures, gaskets, 
and other articles with which milk or milk products come in contact shall 
be nontoxic, and shall have been manufactured, packaged, transported, 
and handled in a sanitary manner. Articles intended for single-service use 
shall not be reused. 
ITEM 12p. CLEANI NG AND SANITIZING OF CONTAINERS 
AND EQUIPMENT 
The product-contact surfaces of all multiuse containers, utensils, and 
equipment used in the transportation, processing, handling, and storage of 
milk or milk products shall be effectively cleaned and shall be sanitized 
before ea~h use. 
ITEM 13p. STORAGE OF CLEANED CONTAINERS AND 
EQUIPMENT 
After cleaning, all multiuse milk or milk product containers, utensils, 
and equipment shall be transported and stored to assure complete drain-
age, and shall be protected from contamination before use. 
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ITEM 14p. STORAGE OF SINGLE-SERVICE CONTAINERS, 
UTENSILS AND MATERlALS 
Single-service caps, cap stock, parchment paper, containers, gaskets, 
and other single-service articles for use in contact with milk and milk 
products shall be purchased and stored in sanitary tubes, wrappings, or 
cartons; shall be kept therein in a clean, dry place until used; and shall be 
handled in a ~anitary manner. 
ITEM 15p. PROTECTION FROM CONTAMINATION 
Milk plant operations, equipment, and facilities shall be located and 
conducted to prevent any contamination of milk or milk products, ingre-
dients, equipment, containers, and utensils. All milk and milk products or 
ingredients which have been spilled, overflowed, or leaked shall be dis-
carded. The processing or handling of products other than milk and milk 
products in the pasteurization plant shall be performed to .preclude the 
contamination of such milk and milk products. 
ITEM 16p. PASTEURIZATION 
Pasteurization shall be performed as defined in Regulation II, Defini-
tion PP of these Regulations. 
ITEM 17p. COOLING OF MILK 
All raw milk and milk products shall be maintained at 45° F. or less 
until processed. All pasteurized milk and milk products, except those to be 
cultured, shall be cooled immediately prior to filling or packaging in 
approved equipment to a temperature of 45° F. or less. All pasteurized 
milk and milk products shall be stored at a temperature of 45°F. or less. 
Every room or tank in which milk or milk products are stored shall be 
equipped with an accurate therometer. 
ITEM 18p. BOTTLING AND PACKAGING 
Bottling and packaging of milk and milk products shall be done at the 
place of pasteurization in approved mechanical equipment: Provided, that 
cottage cheese, dry curd cottage cheese, and lowfat cottage cheese may be 
transported in sealed containers in a protected, sanitary manner from one 
plant to another for creaming and/ or packaging. 
ITEM 19p. CAPPING 
Capping or closing of milk and milk product containers shall be done 
in a sanitary manner by approved mechanical capping and / or closing 
equipment. The cap or closure shall protect the pouring lip to at least its 
largest diameter and, with respect to fluid product containers, removal 
cannot be made without detection. 
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ITEM 20p. PERSONNEL - CLEANLINESS 
Hands shall be thorough ly washed before commencing plant func-
tions and as often as may be required to remove soil and contaminatio n. 
No employee shall resume work after visiting the toilet room without 
thoroughly washing his hands. All persons. whi le engaged in the process-
ing. pasteurization. handling. storage. or transportation of milk. milk 
products, containers. equipment and utensils shall wear clean outer gar-
ments. All persons. while engaged in the procesling u.f milk or milk 
products shall wear adequate hair coverings and shall not use tobacco. 
ITEM 2lp. VEHICLES 
A ll vehicles used for transportation of pasteurized milk and milk 
products shall be constructed and operated so that the milk and milk 
products are maintained at 45° F. or less. and are protected from sun, from 
freezing. and from contamination. 
ITEM 22p. SURROUNDINGS 
Milk plant surroundings shall be kept neat. clean. and free from 
conditions which might attract or harbor flies. other insects. and rodents. 
or which otherwise constitute a nuisance. 
ANIMAL HEALTH 
REGULATION IX 
All milk for pasteurization shall be from herds which are located in a 
Modified Accredited Tuberculosis Area as determined by the U.S. Depart-
n.ent of Agriculture: Provided, that herds located in an area that fails to 
maintain such accredited statute shall have been accredited by said 
Department as tuberculosis free, or shall have passed an annual tuberculo-
sis test. 
All milk for pasteurization shall be from herds under a brucellosis 
eradication program which meets one of the following conditions: 
I. Located in a Certified Brucellosis-Free Area as defined by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and enrolled in the testing pro-
gram for such areas; or 
2. Located in a Modified Certified Brucellosis Area as defined by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and enrolled in the testing pro-
gram for such areas; or 
3. Meet U.S. Department of Agriculture requirements for an indi-
vidually certified herd; o r 
4. Participating in a milk ring testing program which is conducted on 
a continuing basis at intervals of not less than every 3 months or 
more than every 6 months with individual blood tests on all 
animals in herds showing suspicious reactions to the milk ring 
test; or 
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5. Have an individual blood agglutination tests annually with an 
allowable maximum grade period not exceeding 2 months. 
For diseases other than brucellosis and tuberculosis, the State Regu-
latory Authority shall require such physical, chemical, or bacteriological 
or other tests as it deems necessary. The diagnosis of other diseases in dairy 
cattle shall be based upon the findings of a licensed veterinarian or a 
veterinarian in the employ of an official agency. Any diseased animal 
disclosed by such test(s) shall be disposed of as the State Regulatory 
Authority directs. 
MARKET MILK, MARKET MILK PRODUCTS AND MILK 
PRODUCTS WHICH MAY BE SOLD 
REGULATION X 
From and after the date these Regulations are effective only Grade 
"A" pasteurized market milk, Grade "A" pasteurized market milk pro-
ducts, and milk products as defined in these Regulations shall be sold to 
the final consumer, or to restaurants, soda fountains, grocery stores, or 
similar establishments: Provided, that in an emergency, the sale of pasteu-
rized market milk and market milk products which have not been graded, 
or the grade of which is unknown, may be authorized by the State Regula-
tory Authority; in which case, such market milk and market milk products 
shall be labeled "ungraded". 
TRANSFERRING: DELIVERY CONTAINERS: COOLING 
REGULATION XI 
"Except as permitted in these Regulations, no milk producer or distrib-
utor shall transfer milk or milk products from one container or tank truck 
to another on the street, in any vehicle, store, or in any place except a milk 
plant, receiving station, transfer station, or milkhouse especially used for 
that purpose. The dipping or ladling of milk or fluid milk products is 
prohibited. 
It shall be unlawful to sell or serve any milk or fluid milk product 
except in the individual, original container received from the distributor, 
or from an approved bulk dispenser: Provided, that this requirement shall 
not apply to milk for mixed drinks requiring less than one-half pint of 
milk, or to cream, whipped cream, or half-and-half which is consumed on 
the premises and which may be served from the original container of not 
more than one-half gallon capacity, or from a bulk dispenser approved for 
such service by the State Regulatory Authority. 
It shall be unlawful to sell or serve any pasteurized milk or milk 
product which has not been maintained at a temperature of 45° F. or less. If 
containers of pasteurized milk or milk products are stored in ice, the 
storage container shall be properly drained. 
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MILK, MARKET MILK, MARKET MILK PRODUCTS, AND 
MILK PRODUCTS, AND MILK PRODUCTS FROM POINTS 
BEYOND THE LIMITS OF ROUTINE INSPECTION 
REGULATION XII 
Milk, Market Milk, Market Milk Products, and Milk Products from 
points beyond the limits of routine inspection of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, or its police jurisdiction may be sold in Virginia. or its police 
jurisdiction, provided they. are produced and pasteurized under 
regulations which are substantially equivalent to these Regulations and 
have been awarded an acceptable milk sanitation compliance and 
enforcement rating made by a State milk sanitation rating officer certified 
by the U.S. Public Health Service. A permit shall be issued for each bulk 
tankload of raw milk entering the Commonwealth of Virginia for 
processing and sale as Grade "A" market milk, Grade "A" market milk 
products, and milk products defined in these Regulations. Individual 
permit will be issued upon receipt of application and information as 
directed by the State Regulatory Authority giving information as is set 
forth in Regulation V concerning the labeling of tanks transporting raw 
milk. 
FUTURE DAIRY FARMS AND MILK PLANTS 
REGULATION XIII 
Properly prepared plans for all milkhouses. milking barns. stables 
and parlors. transfer stations, receiving stations, and milk plants regulated 
under these Regulations which are hereafter constructed. reconstructed, or 
extensively altered, shall be submitted to the State Regulatory Authority 
for written approval before work is begun. 
PERSONNEL HEALTH 
REGULATION XIV 
No person affected with any disease in a communicable form, or while 
a carrier of such disease, shall work at any dairy farm or milk plant in any 
capacity which brings him into contact with the production, handling, 
storage, Oa transportation of milk, milk products, containers, equipment, 
and utensils; and no dairy farm or milk plant operator shall employ in any 
such capacity any such person, or any person suspected of having any 
disease in a communicable form, or of being a carrier of such disease. Any 
producer or distributor of milk, market milk, market milk products, and 
milk products, upon whose dairy farm, or in whose milk plant any 
communicable disease occurs, or who suspects that any employee has 
contracted any disease in a communicable form, or has become a carrier of 




PROCEDURE WHEN INFECTION IS SUSPECTED 
When reasonable cause exists to suspect the possibility of 
transmission of infection from any person concerned with the handling of 
milk and / or milk products, the State Regulatory Authority is authorized 
to require any or all of the following measures: (I) the immediate exclusion 
of that person from milk handling; (2) the immediate exclusion of the milk 
supply concerned from distribution and use; and (3) adequate medical and 
bacteriological examination of the person, of his associates, and of his and 
their body discharges. 
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